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NOMINATION

FRTOAT, JANUARY 16, 1993

U.S. Senate,
Committee on Labor and Human Resources,

Washington, DC.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:06 a.m., in room
SD-430, Dirksen Senate OflRce Building, Senator Edward M. Ken-

nedy (chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Kennedy, Pell, Metzenbaum, Dodd, Simon, Mi-

kulski, WofFord, and Thurmond.

Opening Statement of Senator Kennedy

The Chairman. Well come to order.

We want to extend a very warm welcome to the President's nomi-

nee to be the Secretary of HHS. We are delighted to have her be-

fore our committee this morning, and we look forward to having

her presented by a very good ana valued friend of all of us, Eleanor

Holmes Norton, Coneresswoman from the District.

We want to extend a very warm welcome to the nominee and to

say how delighted we are that she has been designated b»y the

President-elect to head this agency, which really is the lifelme to

millions of our fellow citizens.

Donna Shalala comes to this position with an extraordinary re-

sume of achievements and accomplishments in the areas in which

this Department is focused. She is presently Chancellor of the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin, and is a former president of Hunter Collie
in New York, where she was veiy much involved in the urban is-

sues of that great city.

As someone who has been a forceful and articulate spokesperson

for children in ojir society as chairman of the Children's Defense

Fund, who has spoken aTl over the country, and whose voice has

been heard—and perhaps not heeded as much as most of us would

like—^in the haJls of Congress, and as someone who has taken an
extraordinaiy interest in health care and health care policies at the

University of Wisconsin, which has some of the most important and
significant health assets and education programs of any university

in this country—all of that has been baseo upon an extraordinary

lifetime commitment to public service that really started in the

Peace Corps as a volunteer who devoted two very impressive years

working imder very trying and challenging conditions, and I think

from tiiat time on, for a bfetime, has been devoted to public inter-

ests and public service, particularly the human aspects of the

central challenges of our coxintry and of families across the coimtry.
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The motto of the Department of Health and Human Services is

"Hope is the anchor of hfe." I think, stated another way, its mission

is really to bring a sense of hope to the hopeless in our society, a
sense of help to the helpless in our society, and basically the prom-
ise of a better life to all Americans.

We are delisted to welcome her here to the Committee this

morning.
I would now recogiuze Senator Kassebaum.
rnie prepared statement of Senator Kennedy follows:]

Prkpaked Statement of Senator Kennedy

The Secretary of Health and Human Services employs 126,000

people and has a budget of $590 billion; If it were a country, it

would have the third largest GNP in the world.

But the real importance of the Department cannot be expressed

in terms of numbers of employees or dollars of spending. The motto
of the Department—"Hope is the Anchor of Life"—states its mis-

sion of bringing hope to the hopeless, help to the helpless, and the

promise of a better life to all Americans.
The Secretary of HHS is responsible for two Federal programs

that are life lines for millions of senior citizens—Social Security
and Medicare. The Secretary of HHS is also the champion of Amer-
ica's children—especially the disadvantaged; the Department has
responsibility for Head Start, early childhood health care, and
other essential programs that mean hope to millions of children

and a chance for the American dream. The new Secretary will face

no higher priorities than repairing the tattered safety net that
these programs are intended to be.

HHS programs are also vital to the well-being of all our citizens.

Without the Food and Drug Administration, /miericans could not
go to the grocery store with any confidence that the food they buy
is safe and healthy. No sick American could be confident their pre-
scription drugs are safe and effective. No American needing a med-
ical device could be sure that the device would help more than it

would harm.
The National Institute's of Health are internationally renowned,

a symbol of America's pre-eminence of leadership in medical re-

search and in the ongoing world-wide battle against disease in this

country and many other countries.
Finjdly, and above all, the new Secretary will be a leader in car-

rg out President-elect Clinton's mandate for change. Whether
issue is comprehensive health reform, the battle against AIDS,

or investing in the Nation's children, HHS will have a central role.

Donna Snalala is an outstanding choice to lead the Department.
She has served with great distinction in a variety of posts. She is

currently chancellor of the University of Wisconsin. She is the
former president of Hunter College of the City University of New
York. In addition, she served as Assistant Secretary for Policy De-
velopment and Research in the Department of Housing and Urban
Development in the Carter administration.
She is the chairman of the Children's Defense Fund, which has

been an indispensable candle lighting the darkness of children's
policy in recent years.



She has served on a long list of boards and commissions dealing
with important policy issues. She is widely recognized for her abil-

ity to decide and act, to manage and to lead. Throughout her bril-

liant career, she has demonstrated her extraordinary commitment
to making America a better and fairer nation. I look forward to her
testimony, and to working with her in the years ahead.

Opening Statement of Senator Kassebaum

Senator Kassebaum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I know Dr.
Shalala and have been an admirer of her work in academic circles

and elsewhere. I want to join the chairman in congratulating her
on her nomination as Secretary of Health and Human Services.

You are a woman who has shown enormous talent, and you bring
to this nomination an impressive record of varied pubbc service

both inside and outside of Government.
Taking the helm of a huge and often unwieldy agency will re-

ouire every ounce of your capable skills as an administrator. I

tnink it is interesting to note that employing a work force of

162,000, HHS oversees a budget approaching $600 billion. Only the
nations of Germany, Japan, and the United States itself have budg-
ets in excess of this amount.
Of all the challenges facing the next Secretary of Health and

Human Services, none is greater than the urgent need to develop
comprehensive national health care reform. I know, this came up
yesterday in the Finance Committee, which is the committee that
votes on your confirmation. I will be interested, as I know we all

will be, in tiie role that you plan to play in the process, and what
ideas and directions you nope to bring to the table.

It would be my hope that we can work together to develop a bi-

partisan, responsible reform program. Like the President-elect, I

firmly believe that health care reform must be both toug^ on rising
costs and comprehensive in expansion of access to the uninsurecT
At the same time, I believe it is important to keep in mind that
any reform proposals too heavily reliant to regulatory control or
binding mandates will face rough sailing wiUi the majority of
Americans.

I thought it was interesting that in this week's Business Week,
there is a story on "Dr. Clinton has Grim News on Managed Care."
It ends with. The President-elect has to level with the American
public early on. It helps that Dr. Furit has a soothing bedside man-
ner, but sooner rather than later, he has to tell the patient that
major surgery is required, and the procedure won't be painless." I

think that in many ways, that says exactly what does lie ahead for

us.

As you may know, early last year, I introduced reform legislation

that offers, I think, a responsible compromise on the health reform
issue. It is called the BasiCare Health Access and Cost Control Act,
and we will touch on that later.

The next Secretary of Health and Human Services also will have,
I think, a particular responsibility to assure that, as health care re-

form progresses, sufiRcient care and attention are given to critical

related issues, such as health care delivery in rural and under-
served areas, supply of primary care physicians, and the future of
America's public nealth infrastructure.
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Dr. Shalala, I was very encouraged by a statement you made at
the time of your nomination, in wmch you announced your interest
to "energize that huge HHS bureaucracy to demonstrate that Gov-
ernment can be sensitive, caring and accountable."
One of my own priorities in uie coming session will be to pursue

ways in which the vast bureaucracy at HHS can be reformed to as-
sure better efficiency and a return on the taxpayers' dollars, be-
cause I think what the public really wants today is accountability,
I am sure you understand that very well.
Perhaps nowhere is the lack of Federal program coordination

more starkly evident than in the area of children's services. The
Federal Government spends hundreds of billions of dollars on in-
come support, nutrition, social service, education, health, and hous-
ing programs designed to provide support and assistance to chil-
dren ana their families. And yet, our many different programs exist
at best as an inadequate patchwork witii little coordination or inte-
gration.

I think that it should be a priority of the coining Congress to
rethink the way we provide assistance to children and their fami-
lies and to try to create a response that makes more effective use
of our resources. I know that this is a subject you understand and
care about, and it isn't only the need to be accountable, but to be
caring as well.

I would just like to conclude by stressing the significant chal-
lenges that we face in the area of food and drug policy. As you
know, the pace of pharmaceutical and technology development, par-
ticularly in the area of biotech pharmaceuticals, has greatly in-
creased new drug and technology applications to the Food and
Drug Administration. At the same time. Congress in recent years
has passed a number of major initiatives greatly expanding FDA's
responsibilities, especially in the areas of food labeling and medical

Particularly as our trading partners and competitors abroad
move to streamline their food, drug and technology approval proc-
esses, I believe it is critical that we also scrutinize and improveFDA processes. Indeed, there is much in the area of FDA policy de-
serving of careful review. Just to mention a particular interest of
mme, I would like to reinforce my strong interest in reforming the
Orphan Drug Act
Senator Metzenbaum. Amen.
Senator Kassebaum. Dr. Shalala, you have a truly daunting set

of challenges ahead of you, particularly in the area of health care
reform. I certainly look forward to your comments this morning
and as we work together in the critical months and years ahead!

I would just like to make an addendum to my opening comments
In yesterday's Washington Post, questions were raised about your
handling of a case at the University of Wisconsin where two promi-
nent scientists were accused of scientific fraud. We discussed this
yesterday by phone. Your staff and mine worked until late last
night to get the documents that I think were necessary to set this
in perspective and provide an understanding of this situation. How-
ever, I will look forward to discussing this further, and I would like
to commend Aose who worked late last night to produce the docu-
ments and additional materials. I will pursue this with you later



in our discussion, and I hope that you might address the situation

in your comments.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you very much.
We have limited opening statements to move ahead, but since we

are on a committee where all members are obviously equal, if

someone feels compelled to make any comments, we will recognize

him at this time.

Senator Pell. Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Senator Pell.

Opening Statement of Senator Pell

Senator Pell. Thank you very much. I have just a two-minute
statement. The motto of my State of Rhode Island is "Hope," and
I think that the presence of Dr. Shalala will give great hope to a
great many people. A person of her optimism and enthusiasm and
liveliness brings a great deal to this job and to the United States

and the American people.

And finally, to make a very bad pim, Fm sure shell emphasize
a pretty tough and pretty mean shillelagh on those who don't want
to cooperate.

The Chairman. Claiborne never disappoints us. [Laughter.]

Senator Thurmond.
Senator Thurmond. Mr. Chairman, I cannot be here for the

questioning, and if you could give me about two and a half min-
utes.

The Chairman. We welcome whatever comments; the Senator is

recognized.

Opening Statement of Senator Thurmond

Senator Thurmond. Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to be here
this morning. I want to ioin the chairman and the members of the

committee on Labor and Human Resources in extending a warm
welcome to Secretary nominee Donna Shalala.

Ms. Shalala has an extensive background in education and public

service. She is a 1962 graduate of Western College for Women.
After college, Ms. Shalala spent 2 years in the Peace Corps in Iran.

She earned her doctorate in 1970 from Syracuse University. In

1977, she served as assistant secretary for policy development and
research at the Department of Housing and Urban Development
Since December of 1988, she has been chancellor at the University

of Wisconsin at Madison.
Mr. Chairman, the Secretary of the Department of Health and

Human Services has the responsibility to oversee the Social Secu-
rity Administration, the Health Care Financing Administration,

the Administration for Children and Families, and the Public
Health Service. The Secretary has the responsibility to organize

the Department of Health and Human Services so that it will cre-

ate and maintain an atmosphere that continues to serve the health
and well-being of American citizens, from newborn infants to our
most elderly citizens.

The Secretary must constantly plan and evaluate the services

provided by the Federal Government The incoming Secretary will
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be challenged with the responsibility to confront the growing crisis

in our medical care system. Nearly 35 million American are either
luiderinsured or uninsured. Medicare alone is the fourth-largest
item in the Federal budget. Recent reports indicate that Medicare
and Medicaid are troubled by fraud and abuse.

In this time of scarce Federal resources, we must streamline the
bureaucracy and cut out payment policies that may encourage
abuse and excessive charges.
Ms. Shalala, it is a pleasure to have you here todav.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. At this time, I must leave to attend

another meeting. Thank you very much.
The Chairman. Thank you. Senator Thurmond.
Senator Metzenbaum.

Ope^jing Statement of Senator Metzenbaum

Senator Metzenbaum. Ms. Shalala, I can't tell you what a great
sense of pride I feel sitting here at your confirmation. You come
from Cleveland; you still have family in Cleveland, and you were
always a dynamic individual, involved in community affairs, and
you have gone on from there to much more.
Without exception, vou have always taken a position of convic-

tion and concern, and you have not hesitated to speak out. And
that is the reason why I get such a tremendous sense of satisfac-
tion in your appointment, because in the health care field, some-
how the idea has come across that this is not a matter in the
health and human services area, but somehow belongs to the
Treasury or the Finance Committee or something different And I

think that one of the most challenging battles that you will have
at the inception is to get part of tne turf in determining what is
going to happen in the nealth care field.

No more challenging problem faces this Nation. We spend the
money—we spent $840 billion on health care in 1992. That is 14
percent of our GDP—^far more than any other industrialized coun-
try. But we aren't getting much for our dollar. And I think that a
voice such as yours, a commitment such as yours, a concern such
as yours, is very vital and necessary to be involved in what this
coimtry decides to do with respect to the health care challenge. And
I urge you as strongly as I know how to let the administration
know, let the President know, that you want to be involved in that,
and that vou will be involved, and I can assure you that this com-
mittee will be supporting you in that effort
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Senator Simon.

Opening Statement of Senator Simon

Senator SiMON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Shalala, I join in welcoming you. I was all for you until I

heard about your Cleveland background—and Senator Metzen-
baum didn't even hear me. [Laughter.]

Let me just add that I had not heard that there was a motto at
HHS until the chairman just mentioned that here, that "Hope is
the anchor of life," and then Senator Pell mentioned that "Hope"
is the motto for the State of Rhode Island.
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I think the great division in our society is not between black and
white, not between Hispanic and Anglo; it is between people who
have hope and people who have given up. And in addition to the
health care crisis which vou will have to confront, the whole ques-
tion of those who have been left out of our society really fells to
a great extent on your Department

I notice, in going through this long list of publications and lec-
tures, that you gave a lecture on The Most Influential Americans-
What's Wrong with this Picture?" I would like to read that lecture.
But what is wrong is that the most influential Americans in terms
of policy are those who are the affluent Americans; the people who
have fallen through the cracks, we are not paying attention to as
we should. Even from a pure economic point of view, they are a
huge lost resource. We oucht to turn that around. And I think you
have enough pizzazz and spark and energy to help turn that
around, and I am very pleased that you are ^ere you are.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you very much.
Senator Wofford.

Opening Statement of Senator Wofford
Senator Wofford. Mr. Chairman, I couldn't face my daughter

who IS on the faculty of the University of Wisconsin, if I didn't
warmly welcome her chancellor, whose loss she feels sorely, but
knows that it is the Nation's gain. And I wouldn't be doing my duty
by the 150,000 veterans of tihe Peace Corps if I didn't salute oiir
Secretary to-be. They are, I know, proud that someone who was an
outstanding volunteer then came home into public service here and
has done as much as you have done.

I have followed you, as you know, in friendly fashion over the
years on one challenge after another, in academia and in public
life, and m managing great institutions, and I am confident that
you have the drive and the vision and the antibureaucratic spirit
that can take on this big, heavy bureaucracy, can shape a practical
way that will take welfare from welfere to work, and right way in
terms of the most immediate challenge, will take on the health care
reform assignment that we have, not just from our President-elect
Mid his committee, but from the harsh logic of events and facts
that are piling high.
One of those facts which I know you are aware of, and I think

we must never forget, is that a reason you are here, a reason the
President-elect is here, certainlv a major reason that I am here, is
that the people are feeling the heat of this problem, and they want
action to make health care affordable and available; they want it
this year, they want it as soon as possible; they want it good, so
that we have to take the time to make it good, but they want the
constructive use of time. And so with all speed, we need to move
to that challenge, and I am delighted that you are going to be one
of Uie key leaders in, while the iron is hot, hammering a good, af-
fordable, American health care plan for eveiyone.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you very much.
Senator Mikulski.
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Opening Statement of Senatob Mikulski

Senator Mikulski. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to welcome Dr. Shalala to the committee for her con-

firmation hearing in the warmest and most enthusiastic way. I look
forward to hearing Dr. Shalala's testimony, but I think her whole
life has been a testimony—growing up in the streets of Cleveland,
working in the neighborhoods, directing traffic even during a tor-
nado—and I have a feeling that that will be a metaphor for her
work with President-elect Bill Clinton.

I am so pleased that short, chunky Democrats are now back in
style. [Laughter.] I feel that a new day has come and that there
will be new protocols and research that will meet more of "our"
crowd's needs.
But on a serious note, I know that Dr. Shalala brings, again, the

expertise of a lifetime. Both by growing up in neighborhoods like
Cleveland, she understands the dynamics of urban life, and by
working with a charismatic leader at HUD, Pat Harris, and being
the head of policy and planning, then on to hi^er education, and
now here, we know that she brings expertise. We know that she
brings confidence. We know that she brings competence, and also
the experience of what it is meant to be in exile, where we now
know that we have to operationalize good intentions and that we
have to operationalize those good intentions in a way that is not
only desirable, but feasible, and then implements our larger Clin-
ton-Gore agenda.
We in Maryland are eager for you to be here. Those at NIH, all

those Nobel Prize winners, cannot wait to shake your hand. All
those FDA employees in 37 different scattered sites where we tried
to modernize, and the old 0MB ierked us around, are waiting to
shake your hand. I shook their hands. And then we want to go
around the beltway to the Social Security Administration, which is
in good shape thanks to the leadership of Gwen King, waiting to
see you so Aat they can deliver those services. And over there at
the Health Care Financing Agency, which has been wrecked by po-
litical appointees who have left it a Superfiind site, they can't wait
for you to begin the containment and cleanup.
Other than that, I have nothing that I want to work with you

or talk with you about, and let's show that we might be short, but
we sure are spunky. [Laughter.]
The Chairman. You are going to have a lot of hand-shaking. Dr.

Shalala.

I also want to say that Congressman Eddie Boland, who for years
was one of our really outstanding Congressmen from Massachu-
setts, was chairman of the Appropriations Committee that worked
very closely with you at HUD, and I was talking with him yester-
day, and he wanted to extend a very warm welcome. He has not
only enormous personal regard but a very high professional regard
for the job that you did there as well.
The Chairman. Well now recognize Eleanor Holmes Norton. We

appreciate very much your willingness to join us this morning and
are grateful to vou for your presence and look forward to whatever
comments you'd like to make.
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE ELEANOR HOLMES NOR-

TON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE DIS-

TRICT OF COLUMBIA

Ms. Norton. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
, , r -i

I am here this morning to introduce a personal and a family

friend, a woman I have known in addition as a professional, since

we were both young and in New York.
„, , , ,

What brings me here to introduce Donna Shalala are her \m-

usual professional achievements, in many ways tailormade for the

HHS position.
, , . ^

I have seen Donna Shalala go through successive trans-

formations toward ever greater executive responsibility without

ever losing her bearings and anchor to a set of strong commitments

to fairness and equality.

Dr Donna Shalala has been tested in the way one might even

prescribe for HHS, by literally bein^ promoted for outstanding

achievements in jobs in which it was difficult to succeed.

As a former academic myself, I must say that to leave the leader-

ship of an academic institution intact today is considered an

achievement; to leave two of them to the sound of kudos, as Donna

has, has become rare indeed.
. , , . , , tjttc. •

Donna left not only her mark; she left with high marks. HHb is

surely larger, but it can't be more complicated than running an

academic institution.
i_ ». j

The truth is, Mr. Chairman, that not a lot of women have had

the opportunity to run, much less succeed in running, large com-

plexes like large and great universities of the kind that best pre-

pare a nominee for the HHS challenge. Donna Shalala has

daunting energy and the optimum experience and record of accom-

plishment it wTll take to tackle health care, welfare reform, and the

Social Security system.

It is hard to imagine that Donna is a twin—^a firatemal twin,

though; there can't be two of them. She is one of a kind. President-

elect Clinton has found the right woman for the job—a woman with

a soft heart but a tough mind and a strong will.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to recommend Dr.

Shalala to you.

The Chairman. Thank you very much. We appreciate your com-

ments, and we are delighted to have you here and invite you to re-

main during the course of the hearing. We know you have other

responsibilities, and we appreciate you taking the time to be here.

Ms. Norton. Thank you.

The Chairman. Before we begin I have a prepared statement

from Senator Hatch.
[The prepared statement of Senator Hatch follows:]

Prepared Statement of Senator Hatch

Mr. Chairman, our Government is undergoing a tremendous

change as an outgoing administration makes way tor a new one. As

part of that transition, we have the unique privilege and respon-

sibility of "advising and consenting" to the President-elect's nomi-

nees for various leadership positions within the Federal Govern-

ment Of course, that includes the nomination of Dr. Donna
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Shalala as Secretary of the Department of Health and Human
Services.

It has been noted that the Department of Health and Human
Services "touches the lives of all Americans . . . from birth to
death, through health and sickness, from the foods we eat to the
medicines we take, to the care of our elderly and disabled." Indeed,
the decisions made by the Secretary of Health and Human Services'
have a more immediate and direct impact on the lives of individual
Americans than any other cabinet nominee going through the cur-
rent confirmation process.

Likewise, the programs over which the Labor and Human Re-
sources Committee has jurisdiction attempt to address many of
these same problems of public health—problems that if left un-
solved result in a tremendous burden to our health care financing
and delivery system. It is in part why you are here today and why
this committee is important to health care reform policy debate.

It is troublesome to me that we hear almost nothing about the
changes to the health care delivery system that will be needed if
the reforms in the health care financing area are to be successful

Dr. Shalala talked yesterday about the importance of the often-
times forgotten organizational and structural changes that are nec-
essary and often critical to the successful implementation of a pro-
gram. I was encouraged because Dr. Shalala seemed to recognize
that many of the unintended ballooning effects of DRGs such as
Senator Durenberger spoke about were in fact predictable. We
spend inordinate amount of time, energy, and talent on plans but
pay bttie attention to implementation needs.
During our brief meeting last week, Dr. Shalala and I discussed

some of the varied challenges that she will face as the incoming
Secretary. These challenges include the changes in the organiza-
tional structure of the Department of Health and Human Services
that will be needed if we are to be successfiil in solving the critical
problems in the health care area. We also discussed the issues and
problems of the Food and Drug Administration. I pointed out areas
^- change was needed and look forward to working
with Dr. Shalala to improve the situation.
This nomination hearing provides the Labor Committee and the

American people an opportunity to learn Dr. Shalala's philosophy
and goals for the Department of Health and Human Services.
While I reabze the plans for health reform are not finalized I am
particularly interested in your plans for health reform that address
the needs of America's rural population

In the past, I have enjoyed good working relationships with the
previous Secretaries of Health and Human Services, including the
outgomg Secretary, Dr. Louis Sulhvan. No one worked harder for
the health and welfare of all Americans than Dr. SulUvan But
while differences of opinion are inevitable from time to time, I look
forward to working with Dr. Shalala as the new Sercetary of
iiealth and Human Services.
The Chairman. Donna Shalala. we'd be glad to hear from you.
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STATEMENT OF DONNA E. SHALALA NOMINATED TO BE SEC-
RETABT, UJS. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERV-
ICES

Ms. Shalala. Thank you.

First, let me thank my dear friend Eleanor Holmes Norton for

taking the time to present me to the committee today. And of

course, I would like to thank all of you for your very kind opening
comments.
rd like to start, Mr. Chairman, by explaining about my name,

which you will appreciate. My ancestry is Lebanese
The Chairman. I have learned a lot about that recently.

Ms. Shalala. —and very early in my life, I was kidded by
schoolmates about having a name that sounded Irish. So I went to

my Lebanese grandfather and asked him how we could be Leba-
nese if I had uiis Irish last name. And he said, '^ell, simply tell

people that there was an Irish crusader who went to Lebanon and
messed up."
The Chairman. His name wasn't Fitzgerald, was it? [Laughter.]

Ms. Shalala. Mr. Chairman, I gave a lengthy opening address
yesterday at the Finance Committee. Fd rather this morning be
brief, but hit on what I think are the challenges of the Department
of Health and Human Services.

I might begin by responding a little to Senator Simon's point
about a speech that I gave not very long ago, outlining who are the
most influential Americans. And I will actually take the time to

send all of you the speech, because I described the most influential

in Chicago, or in the ghettos of Los Angeles, or in the Huff area
of Cleveland; the poorest among us, the children for whom there
is no hope or seemingly no hope.
What I argued in that paper was that our future is inextricably

tied to what we do now for those children, whether it is health care
costs or welfare costs or the costs to the criminal justice system;
unless we are prepared to invest now in the poorest and the weak-
est among us, this Nation will pay for certainly the rest of our gen-
eration and generations to come.
That is the kind of thinking and the kind of philosophy I hope

to bring to the Department of Health and Human Services, that if

we invest early, wnether it is our commitment to an immunization

firogram that I believe is the kind of investment that will have
ong-term effects on health care costs, or whether we invest in over-

all health care reform and put the emphasis on preventive services

and on primary care, beginning to think about investments in HHS
as opposed to pouring more money on the public dole, beginning to

think of HHS as havmg a strategy which will have long-term posi-

tive effects on our societ^f, thinking strategically about investments
with Head Start, with jobs tied to the welfare reform proposal, that
these are the things that will begin to not only energize the De-
partment of Health and Human Services but make a difference in

terms of our future in this country.
As we end this century, I believe that it is important that we

begin to change our philosophy and think in terms of early invest-

ments. In the course of our conversation this morning, we mi^t
talk about some of the diseases in which we must invest, bke

Americans Robert Taylor Homes
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AIDS, but tuberculosis, too, because we are beginning to see a new
19th century disease that we thou^t we had eradicated back, par-
ticularly in our largest cities in this country, and if we don't catch
it early, the long-term costs are going to be enormous.
So over the years when ITl be coming to you, I hope I will be

coming and translating a strategy, an early investment strategy,
that recognizes that early investment will make a difference in
terms of our long-term future, recognizing that the people who will
influence this country most are not those of us of wealth or those
who write for the major newspapers, but those that many people
don't think about—^the poorest and particularly the young people
among us.

Second, we hope in the new administration to recognize that
many of our departments were organized during an earlier era, and
that there are issues that cut across departments. And when you
ask me questions like who is going to lead health care, or whether
we are going to have a family and children's policy, I hope that you
will understand that my answer is that we are going to put to-
gether teams across the Government This morning, I talked a lit-
tle to Mike Esoy, who is the Secretary-designate for the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. He and I share a deep concern for chilaren,
and the WIC program is, of course, at Agriculture.

I talked the otfter day with the new head of the Environmental
Protection agency, and she shares a concern for lead-based paint is-
sues.

So as we look at problems for children and families, we are going
to try to avoid the kind of bureaucratic task forces, and put to-
gether dynamic strategies across Government that argue for par-
ticular investments that will make a difference and unprove the
lives of all of our children and families. And the same thii^ will
go on in health care.

Finally, let me simply list some of our early commitments in the
Chnton administration, and there are really four or five. Health
care reform obviously is at the top of our list, and the President-
elect expects us to produce under his leadership a major proposal
to be dealt with in this session of Congress.
Welfare reform. We will have a team together for welfare reform,

I hope, the first week that, if we are confirmed, we get into the De-
partment.
Head Start. It is time that Head Start was fiilly funded and real-

ly fiilly funded. We will begin with some requests to extend it
across the summer, but you can expect requests in the future for
fiill-day Head Start Working parents need full-day, full-year Head
Start. We need to enrich the program. We have learned some
things now about getting children ready for school, and we need to
translate that research into enriching the Head Start program.
Immimization. It is a scandal that this country does not have a

system by which every child under 2 gets their shots. And I know
that a number of you are deeply committed to that program That

program that we are going to hit the ground running on.
ine LUL already has some plans, and I will be requesting addi-
tional resources for the immunization program.

Fin^ljr not only will we organize Uie Government by teams on
these high priorities, but just as important within the agency, we
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will try to get around some of the bureaucratic morass that has ex-

isted before. We are going to try to change people's thmking so that

they understand who their customers are and who the people are

that we are trying to serve.
^ a j

I happen to think that HHS has some of Uie most ^d cml

servants that we have in Government The problem is not with the

bureaucrats; the problem is with the bureaucracy. And ^en I taUi

about energizing the bureaucracy, I am talking about fundamen-

tally chanmng flie orientation so everybody understands and has

boi^t inU) and contributed to the mission and then put systems

in^ce so we can be Car more responsive than we have been be-

^°7'have no reason to believe that the hard-workine members of

HHS' civil service, many of whom work in Maryland, will not re-

spond to that opportunity.
, u j •

Finally, let me say something about the broader issues that face

the Department^issues of scientific fraud, which I have had exten-

sive experience dealing with; of conflict of interest; issues of leader-

ship in science that have a great deal to do with our economic fu-

ture Again, like those early investments, people often thinKot

HHS as simply a large bureaucracy that eats up money; but what

goes on today in the National Institutes of Health may have more

to do in terms of our economic future in terms of creating new

knowledge than any other part of the Government, and that needs

the kind of attention that I intend to pay to it , , , , , ^

I am pleased to be here before the committee. I look forward to

working with all of you. This will be a coUegial and hopefully a bi-

partisan relationship. We know that we can't do it alone and that

we very much have to work hand-in-hand with the Congress and

with, in this case, our appropriate Senate committees.

Thank you very much. Senator.
. /. j • j

[Biography of Ms. Shalala with attachments may be found m ad-

ditionS material.] • u i.

The CJhaikman. Thank you very much for a very concise but im-

portant presentation on the role of your priorities and the adminis-

tration's priorities. _ , . x.

Well have a 10-minute rule, and HI ask the staff to keep track

°^Rrsfof*all, on the issues of immunization and the Head Start

program, in 1977 it cost $11 to buy vaccines needed to immunize

a child here in the United States; in 1992, it costs $233. Nationally

our immunization rates for year olds range from 90 percent to 60

percent but in many communities only 10 percent to 20 percent of

young children are immunized.
Your emphasis on children and immunization is enormously com-

mendable. I think anyone who knows your career understaiids that

that has been at the forefront. There will be a bill introduced ^
a number of us early in this session to fund a comprehensive cfuld-

hood immunization program as well as full funding of Head btart

over a period of 5 years.
. , ^ j j •

I know that you are meeting with the President and the deci-

sions affecting the investment strategy are going to be made^ I

would certainly hope the investment strategy m terms of the chil-

dren would include school readiness, the unmunization program
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and Head Start. I gather that you are sympathetic to that ap-
proach.
Ms. Shalala. Yes. As a matter of fact, I am so committed to it

that when I sat down with the President when he offered me the
position, I reviewed those issues in particular with him because I

think it is very important that we get started here.
The Chairman. Well, I hope that part of that program that the

President announces will include that support, as you have very
well and very efiFectively articulated.
Health care reform is my top priority, and I know you list it

among your top priorities as well. Do you agree that cost control
and universal coverage should be part of a health reform strategy
and that they be considered as a package?
Ms. Shalala. Absolutely.
The Chairman. There are a number of different approaches to

controlling costs—managed competition, national expenditure tar-
gets, rate regulation, and regulation of insurance company pre-
miums. Have you reached any conclusions about what the mix
would be, or at least your own views about how to put the cost con-
trol into effect?

Ms. Shalala. Senator, the President-elect has outlined a man-
aged competition plan which has a global budget on top of it as a
check, so we are trying to marry two ideas in some sense. There
is no question, though, that what we are trying to do is develop a
uniquely American plan that builds on the private and public sec-
tor programs that we currently have, and that suggests a program
that holds insurers accountable for cost and quality, that pools con-
sumers and business and regional groups to act as powerful bar-
gaining agents
The Chairman. Such as the HIPC concept
Ms. Shalala. —yes—so that the people have a choice of health

plans and a comprehensive benefits package. These are the ele-
ments. But on top of that, putting a national budget of some kind
to make sure that rather than getting into the details of regulation,
we have some commitment on numbers—not targets, but an actual
budget And the details of how that will be worked out are being
worked throu^ now.
One of the problems that I have—and you can understand this

—

is that we are working out of a transition office that doesn't have
the high speed computers that I am used to and access to the actu-
aries. And we will be taking a team on the first day with us intoHHS to get to work on filling out the details.
The Chairman. I think that is an enormously positive response.

As I gather, you are talking about giving maximimi flexibility to in-
dividuals in a range of different health care programs. This would
include the assemblages of these HIPCs which have worked in dif-
ferent parts of our country and could be created in the States
which dont have them in order to provide important bargaining
features to bring pressure on the system to keep costs under con-
trol through negotiations. I believe you are looking for competition
between the HMOs and other deUvery systems. As I understand it
nirther, above that you hope to get savings, but if those savings
are not sufficient at least there is going to be some kind of global
budget Is that right?
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Ms. Shalala. Yes.
, , .

The Chairman. The President-elect has emphasized how impor-

tant it is in terms of health care costs to get the total budget under

control. In identifying that in the course of the campaign, I think

he demonstrated his real comprehension of one of the most fun-

damental and basic concepts of this whole complicated issue.

Many of our friends and colleagues in the Senate were talking

about capping Federal health care costs. They represent 85 percent

of the increase in entitlements. But as we have seen, you cap those

entitlements, and those costs are just passed on to the private sec-

tor, and eventually many of our colleagues in the ConCTess under-

stood that and really backed off. And the President-elects under-

standing of the importance of getting the total budget deficit under

control through control of health care costs is, I think, enormously

important
, , , -n u

Have you formed an opinion as to whether those savings will be

used to expand access?
. ^ j ^i. ^

Ms. Shalala. Senator, the President-elect has mdicated that at

least the public part of tlie savings will be poured into access, and

I indicated yesterday that my hope is that the first group for access

will be families and children.

The Chairman. That is very helpful.

I read throiLg^ your presentation over at the Finance Committee

yesterday, andUie long-term care issue was only referred to in a

passing way. I think it is enormously important, as Tm sure all of

us do, and as someone who has a mother who is 102 years young

and whom we are able to take care of at home, we are constantly

reminded about the value system just in having a person be able

to remain at home and what that means in terms of the family.

This is incredibly important for those who want to retain home
residency and those who must make the choice in terms of the

nursing home alternative. But Td be interested in your comments
on the importance of long-term care as well.

Ms. Shalala. Senator, we are going to look at the long-term care

issue as part of the national health reform proposal. We don't think

we should leave it out and leave it sepiu-ate.

We have learned a lot over the last two decades about the need

for alternatives. For some families, a nursing home is very impor-

tant; for other families, they want to keep their loved one at home.

The philosophy and the thinking behind this ought to be to

strengthen families. And as we think about these programs, it

seems to me it ought not to just be what is the most cost-eflBdent

way to do it, but what strengthens families. If we are really com-

mitted to strengthening families, then we are going to need to

make sure that our programs are flexible.

The Chairman. In the time that Tve been around here dealing

with health issues, that is the first time I have heard those com-

ments by any administration ofBdals, and I think that it has to be

enormously reassuring to the senior citizens of this country. That

is really of fundamental and basic importance and is too often over-

looked, and I commend you for it.

My time is running out, but I want to ask you one final question.

Senator Kassebaum has mentioned, that there have been questions

concerning allegations of sdentific misconduct made against Uni-
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versitv of \^isconsin researchers. I know you have been very in-
voked in that issue, and I would like to have your views on that
difficult situation specifically. Fd like to ask you how you plan to
address issues of scientific misconduct and conflict of interest as
oecretaiy of Health and Human Services.
As you know, in the new NIH reauthorization bill, there is an ex-

tensive program to try to deal with that basic issue. I don't know
whether youve had a chance to study it in detail, but I would be
interested in what response you might give.
Ms Shalala. Senator one of the reasons that I am probably

quabfied for this job is because I have been at the other end of
Liovernment r^ations, and I have had to deal with issues like
saentific fraud on a campus, working back and forth with the ap-
propriate Federal agencies. I did indeed have to handle a review
process for an issue of scientific fraud under the old regulations I
think that we handled it very rigorously. In fact, the final panel
that dealt with the issues was chaired by a Federal judge on senior
status, with four distinguished scientists. We followed the guide-
lines as we understood them and submitted our final reports The
case now has been closed.

• ^^^^ ^®1f^" ™« " importance of the new lee-
islabon Aat you all have put forth. The new legislation, which seteup an office which gives universities a better chance and clearer
guidelines about how to set up panels for review, is very important.And the new office under the assistant secretary of heaJth willhave my fiill supporfc-more than that, it will have my energy

I can thmk of nothmg that could bring down this important en-

SlTn"^*!^'"'*
inability to maintain the integrity of

«,>f«^;^" "2^^' integrity of the resear^SuVer-
sities m this country. And anyone who thinks that this new Sec-

I^k"?" *^"
,f ''"^ ^"''^ P«°Pl« to the higheSt^tSd-

ards. but simultaneously guarantee ethical behavior on the part of

who are bemg charged, doesn't know me in particular. So you have

r^T^VnW."- ^" ^ ""PP^rt Ae new office-^?t onlj

liS.''K%%T'^ t^^""
o'-ganj^tion, and it will have deareV

suSort
"^"^'

The Chajkman. That is a very impressive response,
benator Kassebaum.
Senator Kassebaum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman
I want to follow on with this for a moment, so perhaps we can

ritit^ne'tL^'^^"^^ ofSfic iite^lnty is one that is venr important to us. Let me just give a review

tL^L"^'^^"";^^'*"
have outlined it but the news media chSthat you and other top officials at the University of WisconSThldacted improperly m ordering changes in the report of the prelimi"ap' spenfafic panel that looked into this case

IflitS '^^^T^n-ly- the material that we went through

fmv^nA "fH^ersity appears to have followed NIH regulatio^r

\LuU°r^^^^°''^ "^th you, you indicated that thereW iSen
J^H^'I ^^^"' '^^'^y believe that greater gSdaSSIS needed as far as setting up a panel of inquiry Ind detSSSSig
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what charges should be formally investigated. Perhaps that's the

key word.
The first panel apparently exceeded its instructions and actually

found that misconduct had occurred. Would you agree with that

part of it? , . J

Ms. Shalala. Yes. What we asked them to do was to identify

whether there were areas for further investigation.

Senator Kassebaum. That's right The university then said the

report should be brou^t back into line with its instructions, which

was done.
The formal investigation that took place found no misconduct.

The National Institutes of Health Office of Scientific Integrity,

which is now going to be moved directly into HHS, then requested

origin^ evidence in the case—^lab notebooks. You, Dr. Shalala, as

chancellor, objected to providing these notebooks unless a univer-

sity official could be present at all times with the documents.

This produced a deadlock with NIH, which refiised this condition.

The case was never resolved definitively but was closed last month.

I wonder if you could explain what your thinking was in refiising

to turn over the notebooks to NIH witnout someone present.

Ms. Shalala. Senator, I think the record will show we agreed to

turn over the notebooks; we simply wanted to send an escort with

them. .

Senator Kassebaum. That's what I said—without someone being

present.

Ms. Shalala. They were obviously valuable documents, and
since they didn't want copies of them and refused to look at copies

of them, we wanted to send someone with them as opposed to just

putting them in the mail and sending them down. So there was
never any attempt on our part not to make the documents avail-

able. But we felt very strongly that if they were going to be original

documents, we would simply send someone along.

Senator Kassebaum. Well, let me say that if I were in your

shoes, I would have taken ihat same position. I can understand

that, but I think it is important to have that explained and on the

record.

I did find of interest a letter that you wrote to the NIH in August

1991, commenting on proposed regulations for policies and proce-

dures dealing wiui investigations of scientific fraud. You have ad-

dressed some of these issues to the chairman. In particular, you
raised three points; and, in some ways, you have reiterated those.

Let me say this isn't just the University of Wisconsin; it can apply

to the University of Kansas. I think it is today an issue that really

affects many of our major universities. One of your strong rec-

ommendations was that primary responsibili^ for investigating

charges of scientific misconduct should be with the university or

the research institution involved. The second was that the NIH Of-

fice of OSI should not have broad discretion in its review of these

investigations. Do you feel that that will still be true now that the

office is under HHS rather than NIH?
Ms. Shalala. Oh, I think that they will have very rigorous re-

view powers.
Senator Kassebaum. So they should not have broad discretion.

Ms. Shalala. That's right
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Senator Kassebaum. Your third concern was that there be an im-
partial decisionmaker, which you clearly felt NIH was not at the
time.

I understand and share your concerns about protecting due proc-
ess ri^^its, but another concern is that scientific research today
really is big business. The University of Wisconsin had, it was pre-
sumed, about $40 million at stake in this particular situation.
These cases, I think, also frequently involve star faculty, which was
so with the outstanding scientists at the University at Wisconsin.
My point really is that these cases can involve both the financial

health and the academic reputation of a university; and, under
these circumstances, can a university be a fair and impartial
judge?

In a way, I think you are recommending setting up a mechanism
where the university itself, with much at stake, is going to be the
judge and juror. Does that trouble you as we look into this?

Ms. Shalaia. No, it doesn't. Senator, and let me explain, because
I believe that what the university has at stake is not $40 million.
I believe that what universities in this country have at stake is
their own integrity and reputation, and the reputation of some-
thing even more basic to those of us who have spent our careers
trying to create new knowledge, and that is the reputation of
science. So it is something so fundamental that is far more impor-

ri^, amount of money involved, or star scientists, or any
individual's life from our point of view.

All we are saying is at the first level of review, we have to self-
police, we have to self-regulate. We have to make sure that our
people know that we have the hi^est standards. And science itself
has to have high standards.
Senator Kassebaum. I don't think anyone could disagree with

Uiat I just think there are a lot of temptations out there today
Whether we can in some way, throu^ legislative initiatives or
oversight, assist this process is a matter about which I will look
forward to working with you. I think oversight in this particular
area is an important responsibility of this committee, Mr Chair-
man, and one that I think we ought to give some thought to in the
future.

Ms. Shalala^ Senator, I agree with that, and I think that after
this office has been set up, it is important that we all come down
aiid talk about how it is working. This is a partnership between the
Uoyernment, the Congress, and the departments that are involved
which ^e more than HHS. and the universities and the research-
ers. And everybody is going to have to take their responsibihtv orwe are gome to lose the faith of the public in science
Senator Kassebaum. That's ridit.
Ms. Shalala. —and the faito of our constituencies in univer-

sities. And I want you to know that I absolutely understand thatand am committed to it
Senator Kassebaum. Thank you.

u^"^
for just a moment. I share your enthusiasm

tor Head Start. I have visited many Head Start centers in Kansasand I am pleased that we have increased funding significantly over
the last several years for the Head Start program. 1 would Uke toask you, when we talk about fiill funding, exactly what that means
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because it will require for one thing an additional increase of over

$2 billion every year until 1995, which would mean a total of $6.1

billion. We can argue that this is an important program, and we
should fund it, but I wonder first if you would define the param-
eters of full funding. Does this mean, as you spoke to, full-day

—

and I myself think that is important—and full-year for Head Start

programs? And at what age of eligibility?—Do we go down to 3

year-olds—all 4 year-olds now are supposed to be included, of

course, as well as 5 year-olds.

Senator DODD. Who are not in school.

Senator Kassebaum. Right—who are not in school.

Ms. Shalala. We are talking about 3 and 4 year-olds, full-day,

full-year. And clearly we are going to have to do some phase-in on

this. I am going to be aggressive within the administration, obvi-

ously, to do as much as I can for the kids. Certainly, we've got to

get started with the summer right away so that we cover the sum-
mers initially. How long it is going to take us to do it—I hope it

is a relatively short period of time, but this has to be a program
for working parents. If we are going to move into a different idnd

of a welfare program in tiie fiiture, if we are going to strengthen

families, Head Start has to work for working families.

Senator Kassebaum. Well, I certainly agree with that In the

early days, as you know, when Head Start was first started, it also

really made a big point of trying to involve a parent. I wish we
would go back to encouraging that involvement I worry because I

think that also we are going to have—and this is a l£u-ge infusion

of money and expansion—to encourage that the facilities be really

good facilities, to find those facihties, to find the teachers to work
with the program. All of this is going to be an expansion which I

think can be beneficial, and it is going to take, as you say, some
real planning and some real dedication.

Something else that I think is very important—and my time is

about to run out—^isn't just Head Start; it is also tracking those

Head Start children for the first several years of their schooling.

I think we have found that to leave children after going through

a Head Start program, and not continuing on at least, I would say,

through first or second grade is to leave them vulnerable and per-

haps lose some of what fiiey gain through the Head Start program.
Ms. Shalala. Senator, you are absolutely right on the transition

from Head Start into regular school. Wee have had some programs
and have had some success in those programs, and they are really

quite exciting.

Senator Kassebaum. Yes, but it has been limited. I think, again,

we've got to match our resources and concentrate where we can on
making them work well.

Thank you very much.
The Chairman. Thank you. Just parenthetically, of the 150 top

universities in the world, we have 125 of them in the United
States. And I think that is because in the postwar period, we took

education, we took research, we took support for education, and we
combined tiiem with the private sector. This has been a great,

great success story, I think, in public policy and private coopera-

tion. And I would nope that you would feel uiat the provisions that

are included in the NIH reauthorization address these major ques-
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tions. That was really what we were attempting to do, and they
will take strong support and implementation. Many times, we pass
things, and they are just not implemented, and the regulations are
not right. Listening to you, I think you certainly recc^nize that
As we understand, in the Head Start program, 39 percent of the

teachers are parents. We have certainly been trying to upgrade the
training programs, because I think we have all seen that involving
parents in continuing education, and working with the children is
enormously important
Senator Pell.

Senator PELL. Thank you.
Dr. Shalala, you touched on the importance of preventive activi-

ties earlier. I wonder if you could itemize a little more the types
of activities you visualize undertaking under your Secretary-ship?
Ms. Shalala. I think strengthening family planning, prenatal

care, immunization, teenage pregnancy efforts—we ne^ to reduce
the demand for abortions in liiis country, and to do that, we've got
to really take on the issue of unwanted pregnancies and provide
some leadership there, again, working with nonprofits, working
with State and local governments, with families, with schools. And
we have got to anticipate, as things like tuberculosis come in, early
investments that prevent long-term care issues. The difference be-
tween catching tuberculosis early and later is enormous in terms
of cost. But anything we can do to make sure that Americans start
out healthy, anything we can do to get kids their shots, to worry
about the health of their mothers, whether it is drug use or alcohol,
which produce extraordinary problems with babies, whether it is
the low birth weight problem, all of these issues, if we addresst^m m a strategic way, I believe will have enormously beneficial
enects m the long run for our country.
Senator Pell. And I think there is an international aspect of

this, too. Under President Reagan, Senator Biden and I introduced
a resolution which passed the Senate, I believe, calling for the im-
munization of children worldwide to be done under the leadership
of the Soviet Union and us. That, while not immediately on the
table tod^y, is a subject that we may well hope to look at in a year
or two. The then Soviets were quite responsive.

Prescription drug prices are a tremendous problem for many ofmy constituents, and I was curious as to whether you have any
thoughts as to how we can bring them down—maybe by havine a
bigger generic pool What would be your view?
Ms. giALALA. Thank you. Senator. That's a very good question
The President-elect has indicated as part of his discussion of na-

tional health reform that prescription drugs ought to be included
as part of that package, and we obviously have to think that
throu^, workmg with the drug companies. They have made some
prebminaiy forays in terms of what they are willing to do to hold
drug prices down, but they have been going up awfully fast in the
past years. So while we don't have a proposal on the table. I think
these conversations have to be continued.
Senator Rell. What would be your rule of thumb as to how muchmoney should be spent on research? Should it be quadruple, quin-

tuple, ten times? f , h
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Ms. Shaiala. I really don't have a rule of thumb. I tend to want
to look at the analvsis and then put the rule of thumb on it. So
it hasn't been sortea out for me, but it certainly is one of the issues
that we are going to look at as part of the national health care re-

form proposal, and we ou^t to be able to answer the questions
when we come up.
Senator Pell. The thoiight occurs to me that it would be helpful

just for the general pubUc to have an idea of what seems proper,
what seems fair, and what does not As I said, we don't know
whether it is five times or 50 times, and we ought to know.

I was very much in accord with the chairman's thought about the
importance of long-term care, particularly long-term care at home,
and I was curious if you have any more specifics in that regard?
Ms. Shalala. No, I don't think so at this time. Senator, but I

would be happy to come back and talk to the conunittee a little

later on.

Senator PELL. And another concern of my constituents is the
plight of widows, because with pensions being reasonably fixed and
the cost of living going up, the most pathetic Tetters we get are very
often from widows. And under our system, women usually marry
men about 6 years older than they are, and they live 6 years
longer, which means that most women have an average of about
10 years of widowhood. So I think we should focus on that more.

'This wonderful pamphlet, committing to "Leave No Child Be-
hind"—is that put out by your group?
Ms. Shalala. Yes.
Senator PELL. Would you describe a little bit what caused you to

do it? I think it is excellent.

Ms. Shalala. That is the Children's Defense Fund pamphlet,
and our theme is to make sure that this country leaves no chila
behind in the process of creating Government pohcy. And I thiiik
mv response to Senator Kennedy that this agency more than any
other agency has to understand the core of its mission and that is

for children and families—we have wide responsibilities for those
who are disabled and the elderly, of course—but if we leave any
child behind, the long-term costs for this country are enormous.
And we are in fact investing for our seniors by investing in diil-
dren. to ensure that we will have the Sodal Security system alive
and healthy, and that we aren't boxed in with a lack of resources
for important programs for the disabled and for the elderly because
of the high costs that we create by not investing early in children.
Senator Pell. And my final question is that as we all live longer

and longer, and the retirement age stays at 65, we obviously see
a real problem down the road for financing Social Security. What
is your thought with regard to moving the retirement age up?
Ms. Shalala. Yesterday, I noted 3iat I didn't think the age 65

was set with any kind of rigor, and Senator Moynihan told me it

was Bismarck's age, which reinforced my view that it wasn't set
with any kind of rigor. [Laughter.]

I thiiik that as people are bvine longer, those are the kinds of
decisions that we ougnt to make, out we ought to make them in
ways that don't hurt people. So it is a very good question. We
should look at it thoughtfully. It obviouslv saves us money if we
are willing to do that, but we've got to look at the patterns of peo-
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pie's lives. And we certainly have veiy clear data on how long peo-
ple are working and how the economy is absorbing them and what
people's lifestyles are.

Senator Pell. Thank you very much.
The Chairman. Thank you, Senator Pell.
Senator Metzenbaum.
Senator Metzenbaum. Ms. Shalala, I want to pick up where Sen-

ator Pell left oflF on the matter of drug pricing, because drug pricing
really isn't important until you have to go out and buy drugs, and
then you see the incredible prices that Siey charge for httle pills.
Drug price inflation in this countiy has been running at about

an 11 percent rate, and drug company profit margins have been up
about 15 percent, which is about three times the average of other
industries. And drug companies actually spend more on advertising
than they do on research in this country.
But Canada has solved the problem. In Canada, drug prices are

increasing about 4 percent a year, and companies are increasing
their spending on research. Canada does it by tj^g in the whole
question of dnig price increases to the company's right to hold onto
its patent for life, and I think they have done it very well.

In the Senate last year when we were dealing with a national
health care program, it is my recollection we did not include drug
prices. It is my understanding that the President-elect has indi-
cated he believes drug prices should be included. A fantastically
strong lobby will be working against that
Do vou have any personal views as to whether or not we ought

to include drug pricing in health care costs?
Ms. Shalala. I have a personal view that we must review that

issue as part of our reform efforts; that to have gone all the way
through a reform effort without making it comprehensive and deal-mg with one of the important cost elements to real people would
be unfortunate. So ^ou can expect some answers from us as we
come m and work with all of you in creating this proposal
Senator Mctzenbaum. In responding to Senator Kennedy, you

spoke very affirmatively with respect to health care competition
and managed comoetition. and there was one word that I did not
hear mentioned that I think is an important one, and that is
whether or not the consumers will be a party to the whole develop-
ment of the program and whether or not they will have a say in
the whole question of managed competition.
Ms. Shaiala I think that our view of managed competition is

that what we are doing is empowering consumers to be able to
choose; that the power is being put in the hands of consumers so
that they can, through their representatives, be powerful bargain-
ing agents to get aJtemative programs that they might choose
among, bo there is no question about that

-^^i^^^lJ^ ^ underetood your question, you may be asking mewhether the mput of consumers and their attitudes are going to be
incorporated as part of this. I think that hearing the pubhc's cry
tor help—not simply large businesses and institutions or small
businesses, but individuals, a million a year who are uninsured 23milhon people who are uninsured who are working—that it is the
crv of not only those whose health costs have gone up. but thosewho have lost their health insurance, those who can't get health in-
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surance who get up every moming and go to work and trying to
support their families; that that is what the President-elect and all

of you have heard.
There still has to be an education process in terms of the public

understand what kinds of economic alternatives are available to us,
and I think that we have to be very sensitive to the politics of what
the public is willing to buy.
Senator Kennedy said very eloquently that we have to be very

honest with people about the kind of shared pain, if that's what we
end up with, if we want access as well as cost containment

I think the public is ready for it. and we have a very sophisti-
cated Senate and Congress. I described them yesterdav as *liealth-

literate." All of you have spent a lot of time working through these
issues. This is a very imusual period in which those that govern
really know a lot about the subject and which the timing may just
perfect for moving ahead on a proposal. It has been builung up for
a period of time.

Senator Metzenbaum. The thrust of my question had to do with
whether the consumers would be able to control the bargaining
process and be a party.
Ms. Shalala. Yes, yes.

Senator Metzenbaum. As we get further into our debate on
health care reform, it is pretty obvious at the moment that the
health care industry is going to intensify its lobbying efforts to win
special exemptions from the antitrust laws. HospitaFs have already
begun to argue that the normal rules of competition should not
apply to them because they inhibit cost-effective mergers and joint
ventures. The doctors have begun to press for an antitrust exemp-
tion for group ne^tiations with third-party payors.

Frankly, I am mherently skeptical of extenoing special antitrust
protections to any industry, including the health care industry, and
I have fotmd that those that do have antitrust exemptions, such as
insurance and shipping, have abused it to charge consumers higher
prices.

Do you believe the health care industry needs a special antitrust
exemption, or do you have any thoughts on the subject, or is it

something you haven't thought about at all?

Ms. Shalala. I haven't actually thou^t it through at all. Sen-
ator, and I will reserve my comments until I have an opportunity
to come up and perhaps explore it a litUe further with you and
hear about the issue at some later time.
Senator Metzenbaum. One of the areas that we did nothing

about for many years, and then at the instance of some of us in
Congress, we got into it, was pediatric AIDS research. One woman
became a dynamo and created the stimulus to bring that about
with us here in Congress, and that was Elizabeth Glaser of Califor-
nia, who addressed it very eloquently at the Democratic Conven-
tion.

The problems of pediatric AIDS are quite different than the prob-
lem of AIDS generally with respect to people, and in the total Bush
administration term, there was only $60 million spend on pediatric
AIDS research. Have you given any thought at ^1 to whether we
ought to intensi^ our efforts to get at this problem? There are
more and more children who have AIDS now, who are bom with
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AIDS, boarder babies and so on, and I think there is really a sense
of emergency that we do more in this area. Have you thought about
that at all?

Ms. Shalala. Yes, Senator. As you know, the President intends

to appoint an AIDS czar, but more importantly, in HHS we need
a strategy, not only for our research but for the treatment and
other kinds of activities in relationship to AIDS.
You have pointed to a soft spot, and that is that we have paid

very little attention to AIDS and children. We have paid almost no
attention to AIDS and women. So both groups have been left out
which are important And the importance of the kinds of teams
that we are going to put together is not that we are just going to

look at AID&—we obviously are going to do that—but as we Took

at families and children, research on AIDS in children as well as
in their mothers is going to be terribly important as part of those
overall strategies.

Senator Metzenbaum. As you probably know, inadequate social

services, drug and alcohol abuse, and deteriorating economic condi-
tions have contributed to the placement of almost 500,000 children
in foster care. Children of color represent almost 40 percent of the
children in foster homes. The average length of time for adoption
of eligible children is over 2 years. There is evidence that many
children remain in group and foster homes for 2 years or longer be-
cause of policies and the efforts of some in the social work field to
work against transracial adoption.

I believe same-race placement for adoptive children and families
is in the best interest of the child. However, if same-race families
are not available to adopt eligible children, transracial adoption in
my opinion should be pursued as a viable and preferred alternative
to keeping those children in foster homes.

I plan to introduce a bill that would make it clear that
transracial adoption may be appropriate where same-race place-
ment is not available. Would you be supportive of that kind of leg-

islation?

Ms. Shalala. Senator, I don't know. As I indicated to you the
other day, I am happy to come up and talk to you and look at it

and talk to my colleagues about it But fundamentally, what we are
all after is to give children wonderful, supportive families, so I am
certainly happy to come up and talk to you and your staff and to
have my own group review the concept
Senator Metzenbaum. I made some effort to reach Marian

Wright E^elman on this subject, and she just was not available
this week.
Recent reports by the General Accounting OflRce have foimd that

Medicare contractors failed to collect—well, I won't even finish the
question because I have a note here that says, Tojir time has ex-
pired."

The Chairman. Go ahead and finish. Senator.
Senator Metzenbaum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Recent reports by the General Accounting Office have found that

Medicare contractors failed to collect $2 biUion in overpayments to
hospitals, and then Medicare picked up the tab for another $2 bil-

lion which should have been paid by private insurance companies.
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I think it is imperative that at an early point, HHS' efforts to re-

coup erroneous Medicare payments made to hospitals and insur-
ance companies become a reality. Do you see this as a matter to
which you can give early attention?
Ms. Shalala. Yes.
Senator Metzenbaum. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you.
Senator Dodd.
Senator DoDD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and Dr.

Shalala, let me apologize for not being here at the time of your
opening remarks. I would ask, Mr. Chairman, that an opening
statement by included in the record.

The Chadiman. They will be included in their entirety as if

readv.
[Tne prepared statement of Senator Dodd follows:]

Prepared Statement of Senator Dodd

Thank vou Mr. Chairman. Dr. Shalala, I want to welcome you
today and tell you how pleased I am that President-elect Clinton
has chosen such a dynamic leader to take the helm of Health and
Human Services, which controls the largest budget in the Federal
Government. You have an outstanding record as a manager of com-
plex institutions and considerable experience handling large budg-
ets, including that of the Nation's fourth largest university. I am
confident you will bring formidable skills to the job of directing the
organization that accounts for a full 40 percent of Federal spend-
ing.

I am also personally quite pleased that you share my own com-
mitment and concern for the plight of our Nation's cnildren. As
chairman of the Subcommittee on Children, Family, Drugs and Al-
coholism, I would like today to emphasize the need to bring all our
resources to bear on the issues confronting children and families.
I fully support the new administration's ideal of investing upfront
in individuals and families, in order to ensure a productive work
force for the future and to reduce long-term dependency on public
assistance programs.

I know I don't have to remind you. Dr. Shalala, that the poverty
rate for children is higher than for any other age group—witii one
out of every five children living below the poverty level. For chil-
dren in female-headed households, the rate is staggering—more
than one-half of these children live in poverty. In the past 20 years,
we have seen the numbers of children in poverty increase by nearly
100 percent
To help single-parent families improve their circumstances, we

must strengthen our resolve to see that noncustodial parents com-
ply with child-support obligations, and I hope that you will help
lead these efforts. I will continue to press for legislation to provide
a minimum level of support for children, to seek creative ways to
improve enforcement, to encourage custodial parents to seek child
support orders from the courts, and to provide job training so that
parents can increase their wages to a level where ttiey can afford
to support their children.
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PoverW brings with it all manner of related problems for chil-
dren and famibes. Lack of prenatal care, premature and low-birth
weight infants, and limited availability of pediatric care and immu-
nizations are just a few of the health-related issues we must ad-
dress. Immunization programs are especially critical at this time in
history. Barely more than half of all U.S. children are fully immu-
nized today and we are seeing some diseases returning that had
been virtually eradicated in the past
The health and welfare problems of U.S. families translate into

a ftill 35 percent of kindergarteners entering school in 1991 unpre-
pared to learn. The Head Start program has shown phenomenal
success m improving poor children's chances of success. Yet 65 per-
cent of the children ehgible for Head Start are not being servedWe need to expand and enrich the Head Start effort, and at a mini-mum provide full funding to enable Head Start to reach all eligible
children.

Working parents also are struggling to make ends meet, and
they often lack access to adequate, affordable child care In 1990
the committee led the eflFort to enact a landmark child care law
that created a new direct service grant program and a substantial
expansion m Federal tax credits available to working families with
children. I look forward to working with you in continuing to imple-
ment a strong and coordinated administrative structure for thisand other child care programs, and to correct deficiencies in the
Bush admimstration s initial regulations. Our best estimates indi-
cate that more than 2 milUon sdhool-age children are without adult
supervision at some time during the day, and so we must continue
to support efforts to provide child care assistance for families
something I trust you will also see as essential for family preserva-
tion Government cannot substitute for the family, but we can give
famibes the tools they need to remain strong and to nurture their
children.

In conclusion let me again welcome you to our committee. I look
forward to working closely with you as you apply your creative
leadership skills to the arduous tasks we must ta^le if we are tomake this country work again
Ms. Shalala You only missed the nice comments about returned

feace Oorps volunteers. Senator.
Senator DoDD. I heard that, and I was just about to make thesame We can now reveal that this has been a great conspiracy

oyer the last 30 years to place ex-Peace Corps volunteers in key po-
sitions m Government. ^ *^

I am so excited about your nomination. We are truly fortunatem my view, to have you in this country. President-elect Clinton has
ereat choice, and your willingness to accept it is something

that is gome to, I thmk, benefit everyone
You will be responsible for 40 percent of the Federal budgetThere is no other budget remotely close to it, and it obviously hassome staggering problems associated with it
I am genuinelv excited about the emphasis on children. I think

it IS reveahng this morning that without any coordination among
ourselves, every single one of us on the committee up to this pointwho has raised ^y questions has focused a good part of Uiosequestions on children. Because of Senator Kennedy, through
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chairmanship of this committee, and with the support of people like

Senator Kassebaum, Senator Coats, and virtually every member of

this committee, we have been able to achieve some successes over

the past few years in areas like child care and improved programs

for children with special needs and the like—but quite candidly, it

has been a fight. We spent 5 years trying to get a national child

care policy established in this country, and in other areas, we are

still fitting on some of those questions.

The fact that today we are the only industrialized Nation in the

unique position where the poorest sector of our population is chil-

dren is staggering; where poverty rates for children have increased

100 percent in the last 20 years, to the point that one out of every

five children in this country is growing up in poverty; where that

child being raised by a female single head of household is every

other chill So the demographics and statistics speak for them-

selves. And the fact that vou, by background, experience, commit-

ment and interest, are deeply concerned about this question is

something that I welcome tremendously. And as the chairperson of

the Subcommittee on Children and Famihes, where almost eveiy

member of this committee is a member of the subcommittee—qiiite

candidly, because of the interest of the members—it is something

W6 wclconiG*

I'm going to begin with a broader question and ask you to just

comment on it generally. One of my concerns over the years has

been that as we deal with various programs here, whether it is a

WIC program, a Head Start program, a Chapter 1 program, what-

ever you will, there is a tendency on the part of people to compart-

mentalize these issues. And members will say to you, listen, I have

been helpfiil on WIC, and I will be helpfiil on this program, but I

can't be helpfiil on all of them, failing to understand and realize

that that same child who is a WIC child is a Head Start child, is

a Chapter 1 child, and vou can go down the Ust So to say Tm going

to help you on three of the five programs but not on the other two

is to fail to understand that that same child and that same family

are trying to deal with a wide variety of potential services, not uti-

lizing all of them.
What rd like to ask you to address, if I might—and understand-

ably, in general terms, because you haven't taken over the job

yet—is what efforts can be made to try to help coordinate these

kinds of services. What can be done within the Department itself

to help to coordinate this aspect, so that we aren't necessarily deal-

ing with problems department by department, but are creating the

seamless garment that I have often talked about in services that

these children and these families desperately need—where the ab-

sence of two out of the five services means that the family may
have a net loss as a result.

I wonder if you might just generally comment on that particular

point?
Ms. Shalala. Senator, it is hard to do because programs are

passed by particular committees, and because we have bureaus in

the Department in which people think about just what they are

doing. You almost have to change the culture of the institution, and

that is that people have to think about how these programs fitting
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together impact on children and families' lives, or on the life of an
elderly individual.

It is a very different way of thinking as opposed to simply think-

ing about whether this program works or not. People have to think

of themselves as part of a team and part of an int^rated effort to

improve a total human being's life as opposed to just whether their

program works at this point in time. It is tremendously com-
plicated.

The second Secretary that I worked for at HUD, Moon Landru,
who had been a mayor, asked very different questions than Pat
Harris did. Pat Harris was very much a Washington lawyer and
saw the power of the Federal Government in civil rights, and that

was her tradition, and she made enormous contributions. But Moon
had been at the other end, where the program delivery was, and
every time we did a program at HUD, tie would ask, is this what
the Federal Government ought to be doing, and how does this af-

fect the guy at the other end. He made us think about implementa-
tion.

My favorite story about him was when he got all the policy ana-
lysts in the room and said we bring these brilliant policy analysts
and brilliant congressional staff people to Washington, and uiey
come up with these programs, and then the average Joe has to ad-
minister them down there or fill out the forms that they've come
up with. And I asked, does that mean that we should have people
less brilliant, and he said no, but you've got to think about &e
other end and how the programs are going to impact and how they
fit together.

So all I can say to you is that it's a very different way of think-
ing. And when 1 talK about energizing the bureaucracy, getting
more customer-oriented, getting feedback on the regulations, it is

not just sending the regulations out and expecting responses from
interest groups that are organized and professioi^ about m^dng
comments, but really thinking about wnat the impact is going to
be on individual people's lives.

Senator DoDD. Well, I couldn't agree more with you, and maybe
I should have included that as part of the observation. We know
how busy our lives can be as people who have iobs and have trans-
portation and don't worry about some of tiie basics of just trying
to get around—you know this as well as anyone in the coimtry. For
a person who is unemployed and living on some form of assistance,
trying to provide for his or her family, sometimes just tiying to get
aroimd and get the necessary resources you have got to have, can
be a herculean task. And in a sense what I see at this end is re-

flected in what happens at the other end, so that in many cases
people jxist give up trying to of get those services and trying to co-
ordinate those services in a way that makes them accessible.
Too often, I think there has been an attitude where we almost

make it so difficult for people who would legitimately qualify for
those services to get them so that we can keep the costs down, thus
in a sense perpetuating a system at the other end.
So I like the Moon Landru kind of question—how does it affect

people at the other end? I think that is a reflection of what hap-
pens at this end, because frankly, if it is all divided up here, and
people are competing with each other, somehow that division comes
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out at the end of the day being a mirror image of a disjointed ef-

fort That's what I'm getting at n_ j *

Ms Shalala. I agree, and as you know, the President-elect and

I are disciplines of total quality management, whidi is empowenng

the people who work and making sure you have a feedback mecha-

nism and making sure that everybody is clear about their mis-

sion—but more than anything else, the strategy and the culture is

continuous improvement, that you never give up, that you don t as-

sume once you get the regulations in place that you ve done it, that

you keep making it better and better and getting feedback and

changing the culture of the place.
. „ . , , „ „f

Can you do it in large pubbc agenaes? I have done some of it,

but I sure would like to try it because what we have now, no one

SenatorDoDD. I appreciate that, and obviously it's a subject for

a longer discussion. But it just seems to me that that is the broad-

er issue and as we try and deal with all of these various issues

that people are going to be looking to us to at least make some

progress on, that becomes and important adnunistrative question.

Let me jump if I can to a couple of specific issues. One m the

child support area—you and I have talked about this, and there is

a lot of interest in this subject matter. Last year, Congressman

Downey and Congressman Hyde in the House introduced some

rather comprehensive legislation. Senator Mitchell asked me to

chair a task force over here to try to pull together members ot the

Finance Committee, Labor Committee and Judiciaiy Committee to

see if we couldn't come up with a comprehensive bill on child sup-

port. There have been numerous staff meetings on that. Obviously,

it is a staggering problem.

In myState done, the small State of Connecticut, there is $400

million in arrearages in terms of child support collection. In onlv

one out of eveiy five cases today are we collectine out of the 12 mil-

lion cases the States have on their books. And one of the major

problem areas is interstate enforcement where it is obviously more

difficult because of differingjurisdictions. And there is a debate, ob-

viously as to whether you federalize the system, do you federalize

part of it, do you federalize none of it in terms of the enforcement

side of it „ j • t *

And I wonder if you might just generally—and again, 1 am not

asking you to pick and choose at this particular point—but give us

some ideas if you could, because I know the President-elect cares

about this very, very deeply. And obviously, as one quick way ot

taking a lot of people out of the ranks of poverty without spending

one single penny in Federal dollars, or raising anybody's taxes, it

we would just collect outstanding child support payments, we could

remove a substantial number of people from those ranks.

I think this is an area where we could build some real consensus

on this, politically, and it should not generate the kind of philo-

sophical debates when you see a Henry Hyde and a Tom Downey

coming together; I have talked with Senator Hatch here and others

who are strongly interested in seeing us put together a piece of leg-

*^^Ms°'shalala.. I agree. I have thought some about it. Obviously,

lack of child support is an economic disaster for famihes m this
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country. The Interstate Commission had some interesting ideas,
and that may well be one way to start, and that is that as opposed
to federalizing everything, there are some things where it would
make sense. A national databank for support orders, automatic
wage withholding, early identification of paternity, reports to credit
agencies—there are some things that we could do with, of course,
your leadership that would get us going and strengthen what we
already have in place. And I think we ought to get some things
started, and I absolutely agree with yoji; Aere is bipartisan sup-
port, and it is the kind of thing we have to do while we are trying
to make some other kinds of investments. So we ought to put some
energy into it, and we hope to identify a very good person for that
office.

Senator DoDD. I am very pleased to hear that, and again, vir-
tually every member of this committee is interested in this subject
matter as well, so you will find a lot of support up here as we try
to do something on this issue.
Thank you veiy, very much.
Ms. Shaiala. You're welcome.
The Chairman. Senator Simon.
Senator Simon. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Again, Ms. Shalala, we welcome you here. You mentioned work-

ing with other people. You are going to have to fight within the ad-
ministration, and I have the sense that you are a firfiter. and you
will do well.

Health research has been mentioned several times. I will never
forget listening to our colleague. Senator Harkin, make a speech on
the floor of the Senate last year in which he said that in the last
7 years we have spent as much on military research in this country

"^^^^^ spent on health research since the beginning of the cen-
tury. Thats an astounding set of statistics, and clearly we have the
opportunity to turn that around. And I hope you will be a firiiter
for turning that around.

In Ae area of health care, I like the phrase, 'managed competi-
tion. I am a httle uneasy with it, I have to confess, and I think
you are going to have to really pay attention to cost control in thisarea—and this is not a question but simply a point that I think has
to be made.
Second I would like to underscore what Senator Kennedy and

benator Pell have said. It becomes very easy, as you put a health
care package together, to forget long-term care. Eight years from
now, we are going to have a million more people in nursing homes
than we do right now, and 30 percent of the people who go to nurs-
ing homes wouldn't need to go to nursing homes if we had a better
at-home program.

I have introduced a long-term care bill, and Fm not saying this
is the answer, but there are cost factors here. My program includes
a half-percent increase in Social Security.
What I would ask of you is that in the very near future, you des-

ignate someone on your staff to look at the long-term issue And
I would bke to meet with that person you designate
Ms. Shalala. Senator, I'd be happy to do that
Senator Simon. Great.
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Then, a question. I hope the managed care thing works very,

very well, but we cannot oe certain. What would be your reaction

to having as part of the health care package that we say to five

States: You can experiment with a single-payor system, and we will

provide you "x" number of dollars per citizen as you experiment

with the single-payor system.

Ms. Shalala. Well, it's a very interesting idea. Senator. I think

that I shouldn't probably comment publicly on the idea of having

a national program ana simultaneously excluding five States in

terms of experimentation.

The Chairman. Would the Senator yield so I could make just a

very brief comment?
Senator SiMON. Yes.

, , . .

The Chairman. A number of the measures that have been mtro-

duced, including the ones that I have introduced, provide that op-

tion for the States if thew want to develop it. It isn't even limited

to five States. We are still working out the details, but it is not nec-

essarily inconsistent with other proposals.

Ms. Shalala. What we could do is look at it as an option as part

of the overall proposal. What I will do is take that idea back and
make sure that we review it as one of the options.

Thank you. Senator.
Senator SiMON. If vou could do that, I would appreciate it I

think it is something that is well worth doing.

The second general area—you stress investing early. And Sen-

ator Dodd and my colleagues have talked about children and what
is happening. During the campaign, the Clinton people had me
speaking in the big electoral States—like South Dakota and Mon-
tana and some of the others—[Laughter.]

Senator SiMON. I did get to Wisconsin as well, I have to add.

When I was in South Dakota, something struck me. I learned that

in South Dakota^ they have a State university system with nine

campuses. Two oi the nine campuses have been converted into pris-

ons. It is almost an allegory for what is happening in our country.

We have more people in prisons than any other country in the

world in absolute numbers. We have a hi^er percentage in pris-

ons. South Africa is a distant second. We aren't going to turn that

around tomorrow. But I think we have to review our poUcies in

terms of whether we are investing in our people as we ought to be

investing, and tliat includes immunization as well as a lot of other

things—5)ut it also has to include welfare reform.

I have introduced legislation that calls for a jobs program as an
alternative, and Senator WofFord and Senator Boren and I have
taken my bill and narrowed it more into a demonstration program.

Basically, what we have said is let's guarantee a job opportunity

to people who have been out of work for 5 weeks, pay them the

minimum wage for 4 days a week, as the old WPA did—and this

is really kind of a modified WPA for this era. The minimum wage
4 days a week is not much—$535 a month. But the average family

on welfare in Illinois—and Illinois pays much better than a great

many States—gets $367 a month. Five hundred thirty-five dollars

a month isn't going to lift you out of poverty, but it is sure a big

lift fixjm $367. And the last figures that I saw, the average family

on welfare in Alabama gets $118 a month. And then we can screen
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people as they come in, and if they can't read and write, get them
into a program. If they have no marketable skill, get them into

something.
I would be interested, and I don't expect any commitment, but

1 would be interested in just your kind of instinctive reaction to a
demonstration program—^veiy limited because of finances—but a
demonstration program that we might try in limited geographical

areas where we could see what happens, in maybe a lew rural

counties, a very limited urban area, a couple of Indian reserva-

tions—something along tiie line that Senator WofTord, Senator
Boren and I have introduced.

Ms. Shalala. Senator, it is hard for an academic ever to turn
down demonstration programs or research projects. Let me put this

in context We will be looking at welfare reform. But if I can com-
mimicate a theme which we are going to follow, whether it is in

health care reform, where we would like to shift to prevention and
primary care, whether it is in focusing on children and femilies, in

which we want to do the front end with immunization and Head
Start, or in welfare reform itself, where we want to make strong,
up-front, hopefully short-term—and the President has talked about
2 years—^investments in education, in training, and in jobs, so that
people get oflF welfare.

Our whole philosophy is going to be let's find the strategic places
early on to intervene so that we help people get started, or inter-

vene early enough so that they can get going. In that way, we be-
lieve we will save a future for the other investments we must make
for our elderly and for the disabled, so that there are resources
available.

So within the context of that, since I don't know quite where we
are going to go with welfare reform—I have the outlines, as out-
lined during tne campaign—^we are going to start at the beginning
of the administration putting together a team to look at welmre re-
form. I think what we d like to do is have those people come up and
talk to you and see how all of this fits together.
Senator SiMON. If you could, that would be ideal. If you could

make a note, or one of your staff people could make a note, that
Senator WofTord and Senator Boren and I would like to meet with
your task force on welfare reform, we could like to do that
Ms. Shalala. Good.
Senator Simon. I thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you very much.
Senator Mikulski.
Senator MncuLSKl. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Shalala, many of the questions I would have asked have been

raised by my colleagues. I have two broad ones—one, related to the
language that we are using. We keep saying the words, 'health
care reform." I would like your thoughts on not a plan, but on what
that means. And let me tell you my reason for the need for clari-
fication as well as I think maybe a clarification in the new adminis-
tration.

Are we talking about health insurance reform, or are we talking
about health care reform? I think that health insurance reform is

a very specific approach to reform our reimbursement systems, but
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it does not necessarily address what the American people buy when
they talk about buying health care, whether it be in the medical
model in terms of individual practice or acute care or even primary
care, or in the pubhc health model—for example, expanding immu-
nization or the prevention of older citizens going into nursing
homes.
Could you tell us what is meant by "health care reform," or are

we talking specifically about health insurance reform, which in no
way diminishes it? But I think we ou^t to get clear that reforming

the reimbursement system reforms only one component around the

health care crisis facing the American people.

Ms. Shalala. Senator, I think you are right on target. We are

not simply talking about changing the financial mechanisms to try

to keep costs down, because we nave been doing that for a veiy

long period of time, and we found that we squeeze down the public

part, and the costs get passed on to the private part And we have
tried almost every mecnanism that anyone has thou^t about to

try to contain costs.

I believe that the President-elect now beUeves that we need a
more systemic reform, and that it is not just cost It is quality and
access. And it is a commitment to primary care, to preventive serv-

ices. It is a commitment that will have a very different set of incen-

tives for the heal^ care system in this country, and those incen-

tives will be focused on the front end, on prevention and on strong

primary care. And this is not to disparage in any way the modem
technology Uiat has been introduced, but I think that as we begin

to get a feel for why these costs are going up and what the kind
of underlying incentives are and how they encourage the hezilth

professions to do certain kinds of things wnen people get into hos-

pitals, we understand that we have to do something more fun-

damental and that while I have been asked often about cost fitting

together with access, I beUeve that we also want quaUty fitting to-

fether with access and with cost, and that that will make a real

ifference in terms of the nature of the health system in this coun-

try.

Senator MncuLSKL Well, I think the national goal of providing

access to medical treatment through a reimbursement system is in-

deed a noble national goal which I look forward to cooperating on
advancing. However, going to the prevention model, access to medi-
cal treatment is not necessarily prevention. It might be early detec-

tion and so on. So those aspects like immunization, and issues Fm
going to raise in a minute or two about the aging population, are

really pubhc health models which have large and broad systemic

applications.

Am I correct in hearing you say that it is the administration's

framework or navigational chart to also address public health

measures which resuly have had the largest impact on our society

in terms of improving life, minimizing cost and the need to have
medical treatment.

For example, airbags and seatbelts. If the shock trauma docs of

Maivland were here, they would tell you that mandatory seatbelts,

head helmets for motorcycle riders, and airbags have done more to

lower the trauma costs at our excellent trauma centers than more
pills and high-tech technology.
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Ms. Shalaia. Senator, I agree. We need the public health frame-

work simultaneously if all of this is going to work. Whether it is

smoking, substance abuse, teenage pregnancy, or a lack of access

to immunization, we believe that these things are as important and
will have an important impact on long-term costs and that it would
be a mistake just to monkey around with the mechanics of the fi-

nancing scheme without thinking through what our strat^^ is.

Senator MncuiSKl. I look forward to woriting with you on that,

and that takes me to my new prerogative as the chair of the Sub-
committee on Aging. My colleagues have spoken eloquently about
the needs of children, and you and I have done that. We know that

the needs of children have been neglected, and I think none of us
on this committee want to be engaged in intergenerational sharp
elbows about the search for funding, as Senator Dodd articulated.

However, in our conversation today, other than talking also

about long-term care and nursing home insurance, we haven't

talked a lot about the a^ng population. By the year 2010, 25 per-

cent of all Americans will be over the age of 65, including all on
this committee—some, stretching the envelope even beyond. Going
to the concept of prevention, what thoughts have been given about
preparing America for an aging society, because part of prevention
includes an attitude that we have to get ready for what faces us.

And, Dr. Shalala, I truly believe that demography is destiny.

Ms. Shalala. Senator, I share those views and the fear that we
haven't Uiought through the future, that is, thought through the

implications of a changing population in this coiuitry.

1 also share your view that it is veiy important that we not see
our children and families strategy as in any way taking away from
a firm commitment this country has had to our elderly population
and our need to fill in those programs, including long-term care,

that are critical for their health and happiness in the years ahead.
I have spent some time in my career, particularly at HUD, work-

ing with programs for the elderly, partictilarly programs that allow
people to maintain their own homes and integrating HHS services
with HUD services, for example. We need a longer-term strategy.
There is a proposal for a White House conference on aging whloi
has not been funded. We need to make sure that we attract to the
Office of Aging a person of stature who can articulate the issues
and who won't be left out, who will have the kind of stature and
strength in the Department to be able to be part of all of the major
discussions that take place in the Department There are a number
of things that we can do.

Have we laid out a strategy? The answer is not. There are lots

of things written, though, lots of proposals, and we need to work
closely with you and with the other members of the Senate and
this particular committee.
Senator MUCULSKL Well, I think you have the commitment of

this committee to deal with the intergenerational framework.
I know mv time has expired, but let me say that in my meeting

now with tne Leadership Council on Aging, they have proposed
that they organize a task force to estu)lish a framework for a
White House conference that goes beyond the traditional thinking
of the White House conference on aging, and that it be a conference
that focuses on the needs of aging children and families, and that
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we really think about it through a series of creative mechanisms

that would be intergenerational.
j t i. •*

I will be bringing to you their recommendations, and 1 thmx it

is time to be bold and to think anew and to realize that the great-

est intergenerational workshop in America is the American family,

and tiiat^ what we want to strengthen.

Thank you very much.
Ms. Shalala. Thank vou very much, Senator.

The Chairman. Thank you very much.

As you know, Eh-. Shalala, Senator Mikulski was the author of

the Spousal Protection Act, which has been one of the important

protections for survivors in terms of the preservation of their

homes and a decent income. All of us know the seriousness with

which she takes this issue, as well as every other.

Senator Woflford.

Senator WoFFORD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

As Senator Mikulski noted, some of us are already at that pomt

of age; we are there. I am also there with her on the points she

has just made and the points my colleagues have made, and I am
very pleased with your good responses and your good approaches,

it seems to me, to the questions put to you. I look forward espe-

cially to hearing your thoughts when you are ready to come back

and talk about long-term care, which is going to be a key part of

the health care reform debate.

On the cost control question, I very much agree with what you

said and what our President-elect has said, that the ob\^ous way
to pay for the expansion of access is going to come from the imme-

diate savings that we must attain in the next few years.

If we bring the costs of health care down toward the goal of not

increasing more than the cost of living, or the inflation factors and

demographic factors, if we really bring it down Uiat way, it will

have an enormous, crucial, long-term effect on dealing with our def-

icit. That"s what the President-elect banged his fist about in Little

Rock at the end of the conference there. But I hope you will hold

firm and help him to hold firm under the pressures to deal with

the immediate problem of the deficit, to keep that linkage between

savings and investment in the expansion of health care.

A major need for millions of Americans with disabilities is per-

sonal assistance services. The chairman held an important hearine

on this issue in July 1991, during which the witnesses presented

powerful testimony pointing out the need to have such services in

order to fiilly realize the promise of the Americans With Disabil-

ities Act Do you think that coverage for these services should be

part of health care reform and long-term care? And related to that

and to your experience in the Peace Corps is another idea that has

been presentea, tiiat such personal assistance service for peopie

with disabilities should be one of the options for service under the

new national service system the President-elect hopes to develop.

Do you have any thoughts about that?
t n j

Ms. Shaiala. The latter is very interesting idea. When I t^ked

to President-elect Clinton because of my own interest in what HHb
does I made it clear that we were very anxious to be active in the

development of the National Service Corps, because obviously,

within the social and health service agencies, there are wonderful
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opportiinities for yoiing people who go into the National Service

Corps, and this is the Kind of suggestion that I think oiight to be
reviewed.

I am familiar, actually, because of my own family, with home
services and the need for home services when people are disabled,

even for periods of time. And again, if we can produce a flexible

system in this country without over-regulating it or making it too

complex or not being able to communicate to people so they can
have access to it, I think that that is what we ou^^t to do; and to

the extent that we can support people in their homes, in their fami-

lies, and they are able to perform and live happy lives. So that

again, I think the theme that will run through what we do is that

well ask the question, is this supportive of the family, and does
this help someone have the kind of support system they need when
they are sick or disabled or whatever the individual's condition is.

Senator WOFFORD. I^e aging of the population and the success
of American medicine in keeping people of all ages alive longer, it

seems to me calls for new thinking on how to support family and
friends with home-based care. And clearly, housing is a critic^ as-

pect of such support. As you know. Health and Human Services

has led the way in supporting institutional care, yet provides very
limited assistance to the chronically impaired not needing medi-
cally-oriented institutional care.

On the other hand. Housing and Urban Development, as you
know from your years there, focuses essentially on basic shelter,

and as a result, the middle ground of the need for long-term care
housing support in the continuum remains largely unfilled or un-
touched. From your experience with Housing and Urban Develop-
ment, do you see the possibility of building links between those two
departments and other agencies and programs to combine and
meet the need for housing and home and community-based care?
Ms. Shalaia. Senator, that is an interesting question to me, be-

cause when I was at HUD, I led a delegation over to HHS to see
whether we could get them interested in matching their programs
and fitting together—at that time, it was Title XX—with public
housing and some other kinds of projects that we wanted to do.

Their response was rigid and incoherent.
Let me assure you that seared in my memory is the inability of

two agencies to think through what is best for people, and I am a
friend of Henry Cisneros, the Secretary-designate for HUD, and we
share views about the need to integrate services, and you can be
assured that we are very excited about the possibility. But I have
had the experience before.

Senator Woftord. One of the often-heard criticisms about pub-
licly-supported programs is that those who could benefit most from
them don't even luiow how to apply for help, or they sometimes
don't even know of the existence of the programs.
For example, our recent experience with the implementation of

the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program, and the great
need for an increasing number of organ donors and bone marrow
donors, particularly among minority populations, points out this
need.
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Have you thought yet about how you might improve the system

of public notification and public education about the programs in

your domain?
Ms. Shaiala. a little bit after watching the campaign, and that

is that what was interesting about this Presidential campaign, I

think more than others that we have seen, is the use of different

kinds of communication modes. And I believe that that also has to

be true for Government agencies; that we have to get away from

the brochures and out to the media and different ways of commu-
nicating with people about available services. And I nope that our

team at HHS and pubUc affairs will begin to give us some very cre-

ative ways of communicating with people. And I am not just talk-

ing about MTV, but the world has changed in front of our eyes, and

the old-fashioned ways of ^ust putting out press releases or putting

out a brochure or contactuig existing organizations, we need to go

beyond that in very different kinds of ways. So I have indeed

thought about communications, and I've thought about communica-

tions as a way of managing the institution, too, because we need

different kinds of feedback mechanisms.
Senator WoFFORD. Good. The Council on Graduate Medical Edu-

cation, authorized in 1986 by Congress, provides an ongoing assess-

ment of physician work force trends and recommends appropriate

Federal and private sector efforts to deal with those needs. The leg-

islation calls for that council to serve in a broad advisory capacity

to the Secretary and Congress on issues ranging from the current

and future shortages or excesses of physicians in medical and sur-

fical specialties to appropriate Federal policies on financing of im-

ergraduate and graduate medical education.

In the third report of the Council released this week, key find-

ings note ^at health care reform and cost control strategies are

being hindered by a shortage of generahsts and a surplus of spe-

cialist positions and too few minority positions and shortage in

rural and inner city areas, etc.

Have you had time to think yet about how, as Secretary, you

would lead us in responding to these great needs that that Council

is presenting to us?
Ms. Shalala. When the powerful economic incentives go the

other way—that is, not toward primary care, not toward rural phy-

sicians—out goes in the direction of the tertiary care, of the more

sophisticate machinery, of the complex clinics and hospitals, it is

not surprising that we are struggling with trying to attract young
people to primary care and to family medicine and to going into

nxral areas. And while I am in favor of targeted scholarship pro-

grams, we have been playing around the margins. If we really want
to respond to those issues, we have to look at the fundamental in-

centives that we put into the system, and I think as part of na-

tional health care, we are going to try to do that.

In saying that, it doesn't mean that Tm going to suggest that we
take some of the financial aid away, but simply that I understand

that there are economic forces out there that are overwhelming

some of the other things that we are trying to do in a narrower and

more targeted way.
Senator WOFFORD. Once again, in a targeted way, a broad tar-

geted way, you seem to be rigrit on target.
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My last question has to do with Agency for Health Care Policv

and Research, which has the lead responsibility in dealing with

cost control, quality, and access issues that deal with the effective-

ness of existing and new medical treatments and technologies and
eflfective practice guidelines. As I understand it, that agency has a
budget 01 $125 nmlion, or a little more than one one-hundredth of

one percent of total spending on health care. In light of our current

crisis in health care and the broad mission of that agency in sup-

porting outcomes research, health service research, practice guide-

lines development, technology assessment, I hope you will review
the fiinding for that agency, and I would be interested in your
thoughts on how important you think such an agency is in a re-

formed health care system.

Ms. Shalala. Senator, every research unit in HHS is about to

get energized, because we need them all if we are going to be able

to do this proposal. And in the process, we will be able to make
some assessment of their capacity and the additional things they
need.

It would be unfortunate if we designed a program without a first-

class evaluation and both a quality assurance system as well as an
accountabihty mechanism built in. I think the researchers have to

be at the table so that as we are putting this together, we are also

thinking about how we are going to get quality research that will

tell us what other kinds of changes we need to make as we are
going along.

So you can be assured that, not only because I come fivm the
public pohcy research tradition, but because I understand the im-
portance of it to what we are trying to do in these programs, that
we are going to put some energy and probably some resources into
these areas.

Senator Wofford. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you very much.
There are just a few final areas that I just want to touch on. As

you are looking at long-term care, I am sure you have had a chance
to examine the Pepper Commission report. It has a number of dif-

ferent recommendations that consider both home care and long-
term care. The other important feature to be addressed is the
spend-down problem. Are we going to bankrupt every senior citizen
grior to this issue getting any attention? Where is the appropriate
alance? I think the report really lays out a remarkaJble set of al-

ternatives which I hope you might get a chance to look at. I know
you've got lots to review and look at.

And 1 welcome the fact that Senator Mikulski raised the whole
issue of preventive care. We had a very interesting hearing on
Monday at Boston University where Dr. Bemadine Healy testSied,
along with a series of women's health reasearchers. At the hearing,
for example, I learned that 30 years ago, diabetic mothers with in-
fants had a 50 percent mortahty rate. Now, the mortality rate is

virtually identical to nondiabetic mothers. Preventive care has im-
portant implications in research, health care costs, and technology
reviews.
One item I would like to focus on is tobacco. Vd be interested in

.what we might be able to expect in terms of leadership in the ad-
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ministration in general and yourself in particular on this issue. I

feel this is a very important issue in light of the most recent stud-

ies about the health impact of passive smoking, the significant in-

crease in lung cancer among women, and the fact that young teen-

age women are increasingly involved in smoking. What can you tell

us about any suggestions you might have on this issue?

Ms. Shalala. Senator, I am famous at Wisconsin for two

things—for firing the football coach and for ending smoking on

campus in all public buildings. I have dealt with the smoking issue

as an administrator trying to improve the health of my colleagues

and the students at the university by eliminating smoking from

most of the public buildings, but more importantly by being sup-

portive of those who want«i to quit smoking at the same time, by

integrating our commitment to helping our workers stop smoking

while we were phasing out smoking in our own facilities.

Again, with smoking, this is one of those interventions that if we
could reduce the numKer of teenagers who smoke, we could change

the population that has certain kinds of diseases at the other end.

So again, powerful incentives and a focus on turning off young peo-

ple in terms of smoking would make a considerable difference in

terms of our long-term costs, and more importantly, our long-term

health.

The Chairman. Well, we look forward to that A number of us

are interested in that area. It also has implications in foreign pol-

icy areas. Our special trade representative insisted that some coim-

tries reverse their laws with regard to tobacco to conform with our

special trade regulations so that we can export tobacco products

and inundate other countries. The fastest-growing commercial in-

dustry now in the Soviet Union is cigarette production, and these

are basic^ly American companies over there. There are some

things that can be done and others that cannot, but to have your

clear voice of support in that area will be important.

I woidd also like to touch on the issue of drug abuse, which is

a matter of concern for several committees. The Armed Services

Committee deals with interdiction; the Judiciary Committee deals

with prosecution, and Ais committee deals with education and re-

habilitation and the range of treatment services. In the 1988 bipar-

tisan task force in the Senate, it was generally agreed that we
would have approximately 50 percent spending on the supply side

and 50 percent on the demand side. We are at about 70 percent

now on the supply side, and that has only been reduced because

of the treatment funding that Senator Byrd put in a few vears ago,

trying to do more on the demand side; that was several hundred

million dollars for demand reduction.

We are spending approximately $12 billion a year on the anti-

drug effort. Have you formed any impression about allocation of re-

sources, which may give us a pretty clear indication of where the

administration's priorities are.

Ms. Shalala. Senator, the President-elect has talked about

treatment on demand, has talked about the need for us to have

more treatment available for those who need treatment, and I

think that's an indication that he too thinks there ought to be a

better balance between the two strategies.
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The Chairman. Well, I certainly hope so, and well have a chance
to get into that at a later time, and I look forward to it.

I want to disciiss two final areas. The first is the area of AIDS.
The President-elect has talked about the development of a central-

ized policy on AIDS issues. There are a variety of different issues
including research, and how we are going to get the various phar-
maceutic companies to work more emphatically in this area in

terms of developing products that can be helpful in terms of the
disease; the treatment issue; the support of funding for care, the
Ryan White bill. One thing we have seen in recent years is that
we really haven't had the coordination of a really effective program
as well as the international and other challenges.

What can you tell us about what you intend to do on this issue?
Will the leadership come from HHS or the White House directly?

I'm not so much interested in the organization as in the intentions.

What is your intention, and to the extent that you can tell us, what
is the intention of the administration?
Ms. Shalala. The President-elect has indicated that he does be-

lieve there ought to be a strong leader on the AIDS issue. While
some of the programs obviously will continue to be in HHS, IVesi-
dent-elect Clinton has said tKat he would like to fully fimd the
Ryan White bill and that we need to put more money into research
on AIDS, but that more than anything else we need a strategy, a
disciplined strategy on research, on treatment, on outreach
throu^out the administration—and it is not just the Department

While the final decision hasn't been made, I am anticipating that
the AIDS czar will have a White House affiliation to make it very
clear how hi^^ a priority this is, and we intend to be aggressively
supportive and are already looking at our own budget and what
things we mi^t recommend within our own budget so we can work
very closely with the person when they are appointed.
Tne Chairman. I think the education aspect as well is going to

be enormously important
Ms. Shalala. Right
The Chairman. Finally, on FDA user fees. Senator Hatch and I,

as well as others on the committee, have been particularly inter-
ested in strengthening the FDA. The user fee legislation we passed
at the end of the last session marked the first time that we have
been able to get those who are using an agency to be willing to con-
tribute to its operation. Hopefully, me fees will expedite the review
of prescription drugs that can have a positive health impact and
also be sensitive particularly to the new products that are going to
be produced in the biotech industry.
You will follow that closely and give it your full and complete

support?
Ms. Shalala. I will, Senator.
The Chairman. Good. Thank you very much.
Senator Kassebaum.
Senator Kassebaum. Mr. Chairman, in your opening Questions,

you laid out various parts of the scope of nealth care reform, and
there were a lot of "hoped fors" in your broad view of what this
should accompUsh. I think you and I both support comprehensive
plans. I am a strong believer that if we do it ay bits and pieces.
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we can't really get it put together as it should be. In that regard,

I would like to ask just a few more specifics than have been asked

so far about the plan.
, j . .-u-i

One, do you think there should be a limitation on the deductibil-

ity of health benefits?
. „ „, , ^ ^

Ms. Shalala. I can't answer that. Senator. We haven t gotten to

that level of detail yet. ,j -

Senator Kassebaum. I realize that One, you couldn t give your

own personal answer, and Tm sure the administration has not

reached that point either. I know that there are many of us who

do believe that a limitation on deductibility is an important

component „ , •

Ms. Shalala. We certainly will give that into account.

Senator Kassebaum. —and woiild only say that you would have

some support here if that indeed is part of the recommendation.

Ms. Shalala. OK .

Senator KASSEBAin^i. Do you beheve Medicare ancl Medicaid

should be phased into any program, or should they be left separate

programs? Are you able to comment on that?
, i

Ms Shalala. No, I'm not able to comment on that. We obviously

have to answer that question, though, as we come in vnth our pro-

posal, on how they will be restructured as a result of the propos^.

One could anticipate some restructuring, but I can't tell you specifi-

cjdly how we are going to do that i. • •

Senator Kassebaum. Again, I would just say I beheve this is im-

portant. I don't think you can get at the costs or the care that we

are going to need to address if we don't include them in that proc-

ess I think that is particularly true as we look at the escalating

costs of Medicaid and what that is doing to the States, and as we

add additional mandates from here. Along that line, let me just say

that I have some questions for you fi^m Gov. Pete Wilson that I

would like to submit for the record. .

[The responses to Governor Wilson's questions were not received

by press time.] „ , . , »»
Senator Kassebaum. We have talked about long-term care. My

BasiCare plan includes lone-term care, phased in. I realize that, ac-

tuarially, this is going to be difficult However I am a strong be-

liever that if we don't include it we are leaving out what in the

future, in the next decade, is going to be a very important issue for

us. I think we've got to be able to take it into consideration at this

^^^'^nsas ranks 13th in States of population 65 and over, and I

think that for many States—and Senator Mikulski is right—demo-

graphics come into play in many ways. This is one area that is ex-

tremely significant, and that is why I thought we had to address

it as part of the whole. If we leave it out the costs, of course, are

§oing to be significant My children should have to carry it in their

enefit package at their ages now, rather than wait until age 65

and wonder what to do about it. That way, you have spread the

cost In my package, long-term care would be a required component

of the basic benefit package. And that's the only mandate that I

would say we should do, but I do feel strongly about that.

I am also a strong believer in community-based health care tor

primary care. As I envision the health care legislation, I would ac-
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tually double current iunding in the area of community-based pri-

mary care.

Kansas has only one Federal community health care center, al-

though there is a second one that is going to be started. I person-

ally leel that as we look at this issue, and as we look to the whole
sector of public health, it is important that we support not only
Federal community health centers, but also community depart-

ments, churches, and the like.

On another issue, in talking about public health and tuber-

culosis, and the need to coordinate services, I would just point out
that tuberculosis prevention is under CDC, and yet tuberculosis

vaccine research is currently conducted under NIH. How much co-

ordination exists among them, I am not sure, but I think again,
whether it is as Senator Dodd was speaking to, coordination and
integration in delivery services for families, it really cuts across

health care as well, llie Public Health Service is an extremely im-
portant component of those responsibilities.

So I don't know if you have had the time to reflect on am sug-
gestions for better coordination within the Public Health ^rvice
and its delivery systems?
Ms. Shalala. No, but obviously they are both under the assist-

ant secretary for health, so that allows us to talk to that individ-
ual, once appointed, about better coordination. And again on tuber-
culosis, where we clearly have been sent a signal that we need to
move, we will need a strategy, and I know ^at CDC has already
worked through some of these issues, and I will be looking at them
with the new assistance secretary for health as soon as we both get
onboard.
Senator Kassebaum. I would like to associate myself with Sen-

ator Dodd's comments. You have addressed it, too, when you speak
to integration and coordination and a mutually-supportive environ-
ment. I was interested in your comment that it almost takes a
change of culture, because no one knows better than you how dif-

ficult it is to cross turf It is true in a university, it is true in the
Senate, and it will certainly be true at HHS. I think it is a time
that everyone is really conscious of its being so important to be
willing to bring innovation and some risk to changing our delivery
systems. I can't think of a more important task, and I think this
committee will really look forward to working with you in trying
to achieve that. I think it would be a service to future generations
that would simply be beyond our ability to realize today.
Thank you.
Ms. Shalala. Thank you very much, Senator.
The Chairman. Senator Pell.

Senator Pell. Thank you very much.
I have just one question or point, and that is in connection with

mental health. I believe Mrs. Gore is very interested in the impor-
tance of this and the importance of focusing on the mental healtii
particularly of children. So many other problems flow from poor
mental health. As an example, many of our homeless people would
not be wandering around tiie way they are if their mental healA
had been attended to at an early age.

I was just curious as to your plans in this regard.
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Ms. Shalala. Senator, I did talk to Mrs. Gore the other day. We
spent a few minutes together talking about her interest in mental

health issues particularly in relationship to children. And we are

going to get together, and I have assigned lead staff to work with

her. This obviously fits into our strategy for children and families,

and I look forward to working with you and with other members
of the committee on those issues.

Senator Pelu Thank you very much.
Ms. Shaiala. You're welcome, Senator.

The Chairman. Senator Dodd.
Senator DoDD. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Very briefly, first of all, let me commend you. Dr. Shaiala, on

your comments on the marketing ideas in terms of some of the

present problems and the need for ideas for getting them before the

public. Someone said the other day that if Madison Avenue can be

so successfiil in marketing $90 or $120 sneakers in some of the

poor areas of this country, by God, we ought to be able to do a bet-

ter job on education and on health and on a variety of other issues

that you are familiar with. So I strongly endorse that concept, and
I thiii there is a lot that can be done there.

Second, I want to commend you for emphasizing the word "qual-

ity" in talking about health care and in talking about research. Too

often in the debate on health care, we have limited the discussion

to access and cost, two very legitimate issues, and downplayed the

notion of quality. And I find your emphasis on it here this morning

heartening, because it is a critical, critical element To increase ac-

cess and reduce cost, and then undercut quality, with every other

complaint we have—and Lord knows, there is a legion of them

—

about our present health care system in this country, overlooks one

thing is true: that if you can access it and afford it, it is the best

health care in the world. And as we talk about increasing access

and reducing cost, I hope we don't sacrifice quality in the process.

And your emphasis on it this morning I find encouraging.

Third, I want to underscore what Senator Kassebaum has said

about Medicaid and Medicare. We talked about it a lot in my cam-

paign in Connecticut In my view, the purpose of Medicaid is, of

course, to serve those who presently cannot afford health care, and

we are seeing it abused by people who divest themselves of their

assets, pass mem on to their children and show up at the Medicaid

window. That is a total abuse, in my view, of what that program

was set up to do. And the fact is that 80 percent of the Medicare

dollar is spent in the last 20 days of a person's life. "That raises

some very complicated issues, but nonetheless I think it is impor-

tant for you to be aware of it Certainly it is easy enough to dte

those statistics, but to then start to deal with them is another mat-

ter. Tm not asking you to do that but am just to raising it on the

screen here. I know you care about it as well.

There are two others items I would ask you to give brief com-

ments on. One is the child care issue. I am hoping well have a

good, strong administrator for that particular issue, and I expect

that will be the case. Those of us wno have been involved in this

area are particularly interested in seeing what can be done to

strengthen standards and the quality of child care across the coun-

try. "That's one area I would like you to quickly address.
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The last item—and then m stop and let you respond and give
my colleagues a chance to finish un—is on the NIAAA and NIt)A,
the whole question of addiction ana again, going back to the ques-
tion of trying to make sure dolUurs go as &r as uiey can. Now, this
is a dicey one because there are constituencies around the issues
of alcoholism and drug abuse. And yet we are talking about addic-
tion, and I am convinced that more and more, there are some very
strong underlying themes in these areas. When we look at how we
spend a dollar in dealing with addiction, where we have competing
agencies and competing constituencies, for verv strong reasons I
tmnk this distinction is diminishing dramatically. Ma'^be the time
has come to talk about how we can consolidate these enorts. I want
to tell you that's a tough one, too. I raised this issue a few years
ago, and I was deluged with people who were concerned that some-
how I didn't care enough about one or the other. And I have limited
it to these two examples, but there are other areas of addition as
well that need to be examined. But I wonder if you might just
share generally some ideas on this question, whether or not you
think that is a wise course to examine or whether maybe it is too
difficult to take on?
Ms. Shaiaia. Senator, on the first issue, child care, after being

on the other side, working with all of you to get a very good bilH
you can be assured that I am holding myself accountable to make
siu-e we have a strong administrator and we take the next steps
that we have been wanting to take.
On the second issue that you raise, since you led me a little

throui^ the politics, Td prefer to pass on that issue and make sure
that I am right on top of it before I make some comments about
preliminary thoughts.
Senator DoDD. Those were pretty good red flags I raised there,

weren't they?
Ms. Shalala. Yes, and I appreciate it, Senator.
Senator DooD. Thank you veiy much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Senator Simon.
Senator Simon. You are getting these scattershot things from us

right now, and imtil you are confirmed, vou simply have to sit and
smile and be very nice to all of us. and we take advantage of it.

Ms. Shalala. And not make headlines. [Laughter.]
Senator Simon. Four things, very qviickly. One, I was pleased

with your reaction to Senator Mikulski's intergenerational com-
ment. In 1968, 30 percent of those over 65 lived below the poverty
level. Today, it is 12.5 percent. In that same year, 1968, 15 percent
of children hved below the poverty level, and now it is about 20
percent
The answer is not to pull down those who are older, but to rejoice

in a system that actually has worked and get something that works
for those who are younger.

Second, when you telk about communicating with people and
marketing more effectively, I hope that communicating will be a
two-way street And just a suggestion—I think it would be a great
thing if you were to resolve once every 2 months to have a town
meeting out there, not just with research people from universities,
or Social Security officials and others, but witJi average citizens,
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just to listen to what they have to say. I find town meetings very,

very helpfiil to me, and I think a Cabinet member, particularly in

your field of responsibility, would find it very helpful, too. Just a

suggestion to toss along.

Ms. Shalala. Thank you.

Senator Simon. Third, to follow up on what has been mentioned

here about violence in our society, CDC is now starting a new Cen-

ter for Violence and Health. I hope you will give that vour strong

support. And I think that has to mean a good look at where we are

going with guns in our society, and I hope the administration will

be very vigorous here. None of us wants to take away guns from

responsible citizens and sports people, but we just cannot continue

down the path that we are going right now. I think devising a

strategy ought to be part of what you do, and I think it is directly

related to tne health needs of this country.

In that connection also—Senator Kennedy mentioned the drug

scene—I hope you will convey to the powers that be that we ought

to be very careful in selecting a drug czar. I voted against Bill Ben-

nett, and I voted against Bob Martinez because they would not

make a commitment not to engage in partisan politics. Frankly,

both did a great deal of it. When we had the Democratic Conven-

tion in New York, the Repubhcan spokesperson to respond to the

Democratic Convention was Bob Martinez. Now, he is a fine per-

son, but the drug czar shouldn't be doing that

And just as I was opposed to it under Republicans, I am opposed

to it under Democrats. If we don't get a commitment from the drug

czar that he or she is going to refrain from partisan pohtics, I am
going to oppose that person.

In the Federal Government generally, one out of 3,000 persons

is a political appointee. It increases a little in various ofBces, and

then all of a sudden, it shoots up. In the Office of the Drug Czar,

42 percent are political appointees. I think that's the reason why
we've had this emphasis on what is popular, rather than what is

effective. I want to see that Office of the Drug Czar reallv do a job

for this country, and I hope you will weigh in with the administra-

tion as we look at who the drug czar ought to be.

And let me just add that what I like best about you is that I

think you bring brains as well as compassion and a sense of mis-

sion; I think you are going to do a great job.

Ms. Shalala. Thank vou. Senator.

Senator Simon. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you.

Senator Wofford.
Senator WoFFORD. I don't know that you should take the Senator

from Illinois fidly seriously about the town meetings. I read in a

Peoria paper that I think in the last five or 6 years, you have had
5 18 town meetings. You have a lot to do.

Senator Simon. Well, I assume she will have 518 in the next 4

years.

The Chairman. That's if she shakes all those hands that Senator

Mikulski mentioned. [Laughter.]

Senator WoFFORD. Just a last point or two. Do you sense the

need for finding ways to get fiscal clariU' in this country about how
we are paying for our health costs now? We are all asked when we
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talk about health care reform who is going to pay for it, and you
so often realize that those asking don't realize that they are paving

SOO-some bilhon dollars now, projected to increase by $100 billion

this year, either through their own premiums, their employers' pre-

miums, or for their State and Federal taxes, and it just doesn't

show. It doesn't usually show clearly on a pay check that you aren't

getting salary wages tiecause they are going to health care cost in-

creases. And somehow in health care reform, it seems to me we
ou^t to strike very hard toward measures that will get real clarity

to people.

Ms. Shalala. If the consumers are really gomg to have power,

they are going to have clear information about what the real costs

are of the packages where they are looking at the alternatives.

That is very important
What has happened, obviouslv, is that we have sort of buried it

into the plan. Most people don t realize that as we squeeze down
the piihc costs, the private costs have gone up because we have
simply transferred them over.

I think the communications effort and the education effort are as

important as the substance itself this time around as we march
throiigh this. And the President-elect, who obviously is a very good

commimicator, we hope to be very supportive of his efforts to start

to lay out to Uie American public the issues, using a variety of dif-

ferent kinds of communications strategies.

And again, I don't know whether nl go to SOO-some meetings

—

I certainly shake that many hands every year at commencement

—

but using modem media techniques, whether it is—I happen to like

talk shows because you get a sense of how the public is feeling

about different issues—and then formal feedback mechanisms like

the use of survevs and questionnaires to get response, as we begin

to see how people are thinking and how much tney know and how
to communicate—not in a manipulative way. You can build consen-

sus in this country if vou don't want to be absolutely dominated by
the interests. The only way to build consensus in this country is

to have everybody tmderstand what the issue is. And I think the
interest groups are important because thev do translate and play

that education role, but we need broader education as we work our
way through this issue, and that means that all of us have to play
that kind of role.

One of the things I am going to try to do as I recruit and attract

people is to make sure I nnd attractive, articulate people who can
go out and explain the real costs to people.

Senator WoFFORD. One last question, connected in some sense
with patient and consumer clarity and choice, is the Patient Self-

Detennination Act, which aims to give patients the ability to have
more say in their medical treatment as to particularly heroic meas-
ures. It could have considerable impact on costs in the last days of
life.

Are you hoping to monitor the implementation of that carefully?

Ms. Shalala. Absolutely, Senator. As you know, women in this

country have changed the treatment for breast cancer because they
asked hard Questions that people didn't want them to ask. And in

women's health in particular we have learned that, while we have
enormous respect for the medical and health community, we need
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to ask questions ourselves about what alternatives are available to

us. And I think that is true of the public in general, and anything
we can do to empower the consumers, to make them more bterate

about what is happening to themselves, to their own bodies, to

their families, it helps us in the long run in terms of building con-

sensus for programs where we are going to increase the number of

participants and the quality.

Senator WOFFORD. "niank you.
Senator SiMON. Mr. Chairman, I don't mean to overdo this—and

I am all for the talk shows, and I am all for using the current tech-

nology—but there is nothing quite as good as actually seeing some-
bodjTbreak down in tears as they tell you his or her story.

Ms. Shalala. Yes, Senator, I agree with that I have spent the

last 5 years going from one end of Wisconsin to the other, talking

to rotary cliu>s and community groups, and I am actually quite

comfortable in that environment. I am simply saying that we need
to add to that modem communications. But there is no substitute

for my faculty senate meeting, I can assure you, in terms of under-
standing what is going on.

Senator Simon. Great. Thank you.
The Chairman. We take a special interest in the neighborhood

health clinics, which were initially developed by Count Gibson and
Jack Geiger in the early sixties at Tuits Medical School, where I

g>t the idea for the legislation. They were down in Mississippi at
olumbia Point and Mount Bayou, and then eventually we were

able to develop it in a broader context. So we are glad to have sxip-

port for that.

In the fashioning and shaping of the legislation, I think we have
got to make sure that these kinds of clinics aren't going to be
squeezed out because of competitive forces. This is something that

down the road, after we get past the macro pohcy questions about
the tax deductions and Umitations. It is important to note that peo-

ple have collectively bargained and sacrificed wages for these addi-

tional benefits, many of them in the area of preventive health care,

and to have this eventually wiped out now, after they have gone
through that and sacrificed over a long period of time would be
very difBcult. There are obviously complex tax implications and
cost control issues to be considered. But I would hope that as you
are looking at it, you will remember that it is the result of a good
deal of sacrifice in terms of increased wages, and many of those are
in the area of preventive benefits, which we have been trying to get
people into. So it isn't quite as easy as one might imagine.
Merged competition poses special problems for the cUnics and

other organizations serving the poor, the chronically ill, and so on.

I think uiese are very important, and hopefully we can talk about
the systemic changes which are necessary to assure these groups
get the services they need.
One of the things which has been happening and which I would

{'ust reference, since there has been some mention of mental
lealth—^Massachusetts now has moved on a competitive basis in

terms of managed care in mental health. They have made the deci-

sion in the State, after a group did it very successfully with a
major part of the CHAMPUS program, and they have cut down
costs, with savings according to GAO of about $100 million, and
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have provided a much wider range of benefits and care for people
in the mental health areas. I hope, that as we are moving ahead
in terms of comprehensive care, which I know the President-elect
cares about deeply, we also want to make sure that we are going
to be able to permit innovation that can increase services and re-

duce costs.

Finally, let me just mention that one of the last bills we passed
was the children's TV biU, with a $50 million authorization. We
had jurisdiction becaiise we focused on the Head Start, Ch^ter 1
program. And as you well know, there is an enormous lack of fimd-
in^ for the development of quality children's TV programming. Yet
this is a vital way to reach many children with educational tools
that will help them start school ready to learn. We have tried in
the Congress to insist as a condition m relicensing of TV and radio
stations that they focus on children's programming, and none of it

has worked.
We have received a lot of very impressive testimony about the

importance of providing some stimulus to children's educational
programming television. We are going to need some small amounts
of funding to get it started, but I Xhmk. it ties into a number of the
important thin^ that have been addressed here, and I thou^t I

would just flag it. You've had many flags out there today.
I want to thank you. It has been an enormously interesting hear-

ing and one from which I have certainly learned a good deal. We
look forward to supporting your nomination with even greater en-
thusiasm.

All written questions should be submitted to our office by close
of the business today. If there are others outside the committee
who have written questions, they should be done at the behest of
a member.

[Additonal material follows:]

Biography op Donna E. Shalala

Donna Edna Shalala has dedicated her life to public service. She brings two dec-
ades of experience in management, socia] policv creation and analysis, as well as
compasaian, energy and superb leadership skills to the oCBce of the Secretary of
Health and Human Services.
Shalala was bora in Cleveland, OH, on February 14, 1941. She grew up in a close-

knit famify of Lebanese-Americana, including parents, grandparents, cousins, as
weU as a fraternal twin, Diane. She remains close to her midweatern-oaaed family,
spending time with her sister's diildren in North Dakota whenever she can. Her fa-
ther, Abraham, owned several groceiy stores and her mother, Edna, was an avid
tennis player who combined law school, a tj'urKitiE career and child rearing. Shalala
played shortstop in a dty youth league called the "West Boulevard Oakley Annies,"
a team coached by Yankees' owner George Steinbrenner.
Shalala mduated from Western CoDege for Women in 1962 and immediatdy

jollied the Peace Corps, spending 2 yean teaching in Iran. After earning her PhJj.
from Svracuae University's Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs in
1970, Shalala taught at Bernard Barudi College and then at Cohjinbia University.
From 1975 to 1977, ahe was director and treasurer of the Municipal Assistance Cor-
poration, the entity formed to bail out the dty of New York. Her performance drew
rave reviews from Wall Street to dty administrators. Shalala was then appointed
aasistant secretary for policy development and researdi at the VS. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, a position with a staff of 250 and a JlOO million
budget. While at HUD, ahe oversaw the esUbliahment of funding for battered wom-
en's shelters, and the commissioning of special studies of the housing needs of fami-
lies headed by women.

In 1980, Shalala became the youngest woman to lead a major VS. college when
she assumed the presidency of Hunter College, part of the City University of New
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York »y«ten. She inherited a caDege in cri«i», but acted quickly to rescue it, recruit-

ing itudenta and raiaine $1 million for icfaolarahips and nnanriHl aid.

Tapped to head the Dniveraity of Wiaconain at Madiaon in 1988, Shalala took on

the (iaDenfie of adminiatering one of the Nation's largeat univeraitiea, with a cam-

pna of 42ioSo itudenta and all.l billion bndget. She helped raise an unprecedented

|340 million in private donatMns to the university and speaibeaded a maaaive pub-

Uc/private program to build and renovate campus research buildings. But Shalwla

may be best known for her personal diarisma and hands-<m style of management.

She attends Wisconsin athletic gamea, peraonaJlv welcomes students to the dor-

mitories each fall, and onoe calleda freshmen to tell him to phone his worried moth-

*^
Rti.l.1. ii deepW devoted to the issues suirounding children and family. She haa

been on the board of the Children's Defense Fund for over a decade, ae was part

of the committee that prodnced tiie influential Committee far Econamic Develop-

ment reports on stratMies to better meet the health and educational needs of dis-

advantaged young chUaren.

Stateuent of Pbxsidbnt-Elbct Bill Clinton

dbckubks 11. 1982

In the last 12 yeaim, peibaps no department in the Federal Government has been

inmically both more neglected and at the aame time had an out-of-control and ex-

panding budget often in the wrong areas than the Department of Health and

Human Services. In the nert 4 yeara, no department will be called upon to do more

within the constraints of our obUntion to reduce the deficit than the Department

of Heahh and Human Services. The challenges will never be greater—to initiate a

total overhaul of our Nation's health care system, to control costs and provide baaic

covenge to all Americans, to confront the escalating AIDS crisis, and to provide a

healthy start for all of our children in an era of economic austerity, to do all this

while working in partnership with States and localities, and with human service

and health providers, people who understand and care deeply about these issues.

In naming Donna Shalala as the Secretajv of Health and Human Sendees, I can

think of no person in this country more capable of facing and conquering those chal-

lenges. As tie chancellor of the Univerrity of Wisconsin and the president Hunter

College, Donna has breathed new life into major hi^er e<hication institutions that

have battled the budget crises of the "SOa. Her administrative experience, her ana-

lytical rigor and facility with numbera, her sucssssfiil and constant devotion to total

quality management in running her institutions, and her prior governmental experi-

ence in the Department of Housing and Urban Development are all strong assets

that complement an astonishing natural leadership ability. All the mountains that

Donna Shalala has climbed in the past will be dwarfed 1^ the onea she must now
dimb, but I am confident that she can do it.
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aad you bava lo have riiarp dbowt."

SAiaaaitrAcaaa

She wtn apply ihaae is what rite

aaas as five owlor kiuiauvas la her
Am yaar: hsakn riia naancM^ ax-

ptnitiag ttH Head Stan prsarhmil

program, lamflilng all Aaaneaa
ddMraa. cwnhaimg AIDS and awp-
paig a aailoBal toaaca aad Mdiaot-
ogy pallcy. Watfaie lafona. a major
punk af Mr. CUatae's rampalgi. win
take amrt Una, itaa says.

Her frtaads daacnba bar as a wos-
an af sualgMorward drive who ha-

gan early k> her earaar to do what
tuceassful man hava always dona:
aiiuvatkig a wMa drda af tanuanaal

The credo: a fast

start and 'sharp

elbows.'

has aaaa mung lor CaMtai Sacra-

lary attica the wat J." lald Carat

BaOaay, aa aid frwad aad tonaar
Naw Yark Ocy CoacU Preaidant who
la new a managag dlroetar af Baar.

ioaaph S. Murpby. 1^ foraar
Chanealler a( the Oty UsMartny g(

Haw Yark. said he IS ahaiaifkaar-

mg akaat Dr. Shalala as aa iMad-
taiair whoa i*a was la die Paaoa
Carpa to the aarty Ifgra. &a bacaas
taawa svaralght IB Naw York la lira

as ifea sniy waoiaa aa da Mtldpal
AsstauoBS Corporaoso, loraad lo

laaoa New Yark Oey from nasi

It want IS WasMagioa to

irn. «a halpad lotatd the Washlag-
tsaWoiBaa't Network; lator.Hawas
nvttod Mo da Wsmaa's Foram. aa-

odar aatwerktoggraup. As aha laid a
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r m IMl. "Tht man UMt you
ibtm up ee. U» bour your Omem

lach dncrvlMUan comes ntturmt-

ly u her. DoBBi Edu ShalaU vu
bora OB F«b. K IMl n OcvcUnd.
H«r nH(bar,jUga. luU a oaiaoaally

nakid 'UobW pUycr m her M'v
mad cwu prtM wlule hoMiii( dovn
two iwcftim )ob« and gt»s lo law

acbesl ai luf^l. Htr Ui« lainer.

JuDCS, was a ml esuie uiesman.
Dr. Shalala rcecivM a BKtxlor ct

aru dafTK fras Wcsum Caiktc (or

Weoan tn IK2, then wcni on to re-

cem< her aunen and PIlO in poutf
eal lOeBc* Iron Syrsooe Univeruty
in IMl ud im.
Com aj Dr. Shalala |u(tled de:

rnawllm toAa tn Waih«(ion. New
York and Maduon, she icmd on a
aitv of national cofflmaanov boards
aad ponela.

Tbe Donm Shalala her (nends
kao* la one sacniingty without inner

deaona. atuae aest (or public IJc.

ladi of tuilm and |lee about ner sue-

er nu aelf-promO'

"Donna u one of the most extraor-

dinary im^llnirai 1 know, one of the

moK Imieail poople I know and one
of tbe raoct oompeuuve people I

know." aud Koben F Wagner Jr,

fomcr praadant of the New York
City loord of Eikwalinn and an oM
frkaad. "Dooaa ts w proud of having
ade R. Carol beilaray and 1 foke
•bout Oomu'i deli4ht in telling us
wbo w«a at the dinner party But n's

io open It'i not troublesome."
When aakad about the talk that she

had boan csoaldcrod lor more than

aoe Cabinet poot. «ie replied. "It says
a lot aboia se." Aad she hauens to

mika min tbe rtponcr has beard Ac
Hsry about hoar atae woke up a ini-

daof OB a Saturday monung to UU
him to call his mother because the

(rutic par«u had not heard from her

Bui Dr. Shalala la hardly akme m
eourUBg the pros or the powerful,

and many of her colleagues say that

same i«lf<onfidence and opmnrsi
about what she wanu help make ber

a gotid manager.
"Doraia was the leader of Oils laai-

uiuon." said Saalord Wiu-Bfcld
chairman of ihe an deparuaent at

Hunter CoHege. "If you needed aoiae-

thuig. you would go to Donoa."

kieprlat lor Chaafc

At Madison. Or Shalala made her

mart quickty Less than a month
alter amvmg on a campus seething

from years of raoaJ tension capped
by a (niemiiy's mock slave auction.

Dr ShalaU released the kUdison
Plan, which included pledges u dou-

ble the number of minoniy faculty

members and freshman mmomy scu-

denu and to require ethnc sajdxa
courses for all suidenis. She mci most

of her goals but feD far short m
recruiting mmomy freshman. fte>

cause the university draws many of

Its undergraduates from a state with

relatively lew minority students, she

says she simply pKkad lao high a
number for her goal

Ourmg ner tenure. Dr Shalala

drew the enmity of tome on the nght

and the lefL University regents Uke
Phylli] Krutsch say her emphasis on
muliiculiuralism imderoit general

eoucainn several student groups ac-

cuse her of giving only Up aervKe to

progressive ideaa.
' Like her new boas, the Pmdeni.
elea. Or Shalala has always argued

that pragmatism it the surest way to

do good. ' Power u fiHL " she once told

an Btterviewer. a remark that goes to

the hean of her many serves. Elabo-

rstiog after gctung her new post, she

said "I think that being able to do

good IS fun. Being able to make things

better ts sheer fun for ate."

The Chairman. The committee stands in recess.

[Whereupon, at 12:43 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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